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October 29, 1999
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555
Subject:

Waterford 3 SES
Docket No. 50-382
License No. NPF-38
Request for Review and Approval of Design Basis
Change Regarding Tornado Missiles

Gentlemen:
Pursuant to 1OCFR50.90 and 1OCFR50.59, Entergy hereby requests amendment of
Facility Operating License NPF-38 for the Waterford 3 Steam Electric Station
(Waterford 3). Entergy requests review and approval, pursuant to 10CFR50.59, of
changes to the Waterford 3 design basis as described in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR) for which it has been determined that an unreviewed safety
question exists. The changes concern design requirements for physical protection
from tornado missiles for safety-related systems, structures and components (SSC).
Because the proposed changes evaluate acceptable as-found conditions that involve
an unreviewed safety question, NRC Staff approval per 10CFR50.59 is required.
The changes are based on an evaluation using NRC Staff approved probability risk
methodology and acceptance criteria for determining the SSCs that require physical
protection from tornado missiles. Additional information and documents to support
this application are provided as attachments to this letter. An affidavit supporting the
facts set forth in this letter and its attachments is provided as Attachment 1.
Attachment 2 provides the description, purpose, safety analysis, no significant
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hazards consideration determination, operability determination and evaluation for
environmental impact for the changes. Attachment 3 provides important details
associated with the tornado missile strike probability analysis. Attachment 4 provides
a copy of the marked-up UFSAR pages for the proposed changes. Attachment 5
addresses the commitments associated with this submittal.
Although this request is neither exigent nor an emergency, review and approval is
requested by March 31, 2000.
After NRC Staff approval of this amendment request, the UFSAR will be revised as
indicated in Attachment 4.
If you should have any questions on the above or on the attachments, please contact
Everett Perkins at (504) 739-6379.
Very truly yours,

C.M. Dugger
Vice President, Operations
Waterford 3
CMD/RWP/ssf
Attachments
cc:

E.W. Merschoff, NRC Region IV
C.P. Patel, NRC-NRR
J. Smith
N.S. Reynolds
NRC Resident Inspectors Office
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Affidavit
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the matter of
Entergy Operations, Incorporated
Waterford 3 Steam Electric Station

))
)
)

Docket No. 50-382

AFFIDAVIT
Charles Marshall Dugger, being duly sworn, hereby deposes and says that he is Vice
President, Operations - Waterford 3 of Entergy Operations, Incorporated; that he is
duly authorized to sign and file with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission the attached
Design Basis Change; that he is familiar with the content thereof; and that the
matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information
and belief.

Charles Marshall Dugger
Vice President, Operations
Waterford 3

STATE OF LOUISIANA
PARISH OF ST. CHARLES

PV

)) ss
)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public in and for the Parish and State
,1999.
_
day of
above named this ,

Notary Public

My Commission expiresQ1u/wjq. -'
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Changes Regarding Probabilistic Evaluation of Targets
Potentially Susceptible to Damage from Tornado Missiles
In accordance with 10CFR50.90 and 10CFR50.59, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) Staff review and approval is required for changes to the Waterford 3 Steam
Electric Station (Waterford 3) design basis as described in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR) when such changes involve an unreviewed safety question
(USQ). Specifically, Entergy proposes to revise the UFSAR to discuss the probability
threshold for when physical protection of safety-related components from tornado
missiles is required for certain components. This change was determined to be a
USQ. The following provides a description and the purpose of the proposed
changes, as well as the associated safety analysis, evaluation for no significant
hazards consideration, operability determination and environmental impact
evaluation.
Description
The proposed changes involve the use of an NRC Staff approved probability risk
methodology to assess the need for additional positive (physical) tornado missile
protection of specific features at Waterford 3. During reviews of safety-related
targets susceptible to tornado missile damage, it was identified that some safety
related components are not protected from tornado missiles. An analysis was
performed to demonstrate that the probability of damage due to tornado missiles
striking these components is acceptably low. This analysis was based on Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) Topical Report, "Tornado Missile Risk Evaluation
Methodology (EPRI NP-2005)," Volumes I and II, also known as TORMIS.
The UFSAR changes associated with this request reflect use of the TORMIS
methodology. In this regard, the following is noted in the NRC Safety Evaluation
dated October 26, 1983, issued for the EPRI topical report: "The current licensing
criteria governing tornado missile protection are contained in Standard Review Plan
(SRP) Sections 3.5.1.4 and 3.5.2. These criteria generally specify that safety-related
systems be provided positive tornado missile protection (barriers) from the maximum
credible tornado threat. However, SRP Section 3.5.1.4 includes acceptance criteria
permitting relaxation of the above deterministic guidance, if it can be demonstrated
that the probability of damage to unprotected essential safety-related features is
sufficiently small."
"Certain Operating License (OL) applicants and operating reactor licensees have
chosen to demonstrate compliance with tornado missile protection criteria for certain
portions of the plant... by providing a probabilistic analysis, which is intended to show
a sufficiently low risk, associated with tornado missiles. Some...have utilized the
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tornado missile probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) methodology developed
by... EPRI in (the) two topical reports [i.e., EPRI NP-2005, Volumes I and II]." The
NRC concluded: "...the EPRI methodology can be utilized when assessing the need
for positive tornado missile protection for specific safety-related plant features in
accordance with the criteria of SRP Section 3.5.1.4."
Also, the EPRI methodology has been previously applied by other licensees to
resolve tornado missile protection issues by not requiring additional protection
because of low missile strike probability.
Purpose
The purpose of this amendment is to apply the Waterford 3 specific criterion of
having a total probability of tornado missiles striking an important system or
component, shown by analysis, to be less than 10- per year in order to not require
physical protection. This criterion would not only be applicable to features vulnerable
during normal operation, but could also be applied to the temporary removal, under
administrative controls, of existing protective barriers for plant maintenance and
modification activities.
Safety Analysis
As noted above, the methodology of EPRI NP-2005 (TORMIS) was previously used
for evaluation of tornado missile hazards. Based on the TORMIS methodology, a
tornado missile analysis was performed for Waterford 3. The results of this tornado
missile hazards analysis are such that the tornado missile strike hazard probability is
approximately 6.0 x 10-7 per year. General guidance concerning the acceptance
criteria for such analyses is provided in the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800),
Section 3.5.1.4, "Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena," and by reference
Section 2.2.3, "Evaluation of Potential Accidents." In Section 2.2.3, the following
guidance is provided: "The probability of occurrence of the initiating events leading
to potential consequences in excess of 1OCFR100 exposure guidelines should be
estimated using assumptions that are as representative of the specific site as is
practicable. In addition, because of the low probabilities of the events under
consideration, data are often not available to permit accurate calculation of
probabilities. Accordingly, the expected rate of occurrence of potential exposures in
excess of the 10CFR100 guidelines of approximately 1 x 10-6 per year is acceptable
if, when combined with reasonable qualitative arguments, the realistic probability can
be shown to be lower." The 6.0 x 10-7 per year probability for Waterford 3 falls within
the above guidelines.
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The tornado missile hazards analysis for Waterford 3 contain applicable site-specific
assumptions, and the results are within the range described in Standard Review
Plan, Section 2.2.3. The site-specific assumptions for Waterford 3 are discussed in
Attachment 3.
The NRC Staff concluded that this approach is an acceptable probabilistic approach
for demonstrating compliance with the requirements of General Design Criteria 2 and
4 regarding protection of specific safety-related plant features from the effects of
tornado and high wind generated missiles.
It is Entergy's position that utilization of this NRC Staff approved TORMIS
methodology, which applies the probabilistic approach, is a sound and reasonable
method of addressing tornado missile protection for the components that are not
protected by tornado missile barriers at Waterford 3.
Proposed UFSAR Changes
The following is a summary of UFSAR changes that are being proposed. The
associated marked-up UFSAR pages are included in the Attachment 4.
SUMMARY OF UFSAR UPDATES

SECTION

TITLE

2.3.1.2.4

Tornadoes

3.1.4

Criterion 4 Environmental & Missile
Design Basis

3.3

Wind and Tornado
Loading

DESCRIPTION
0 Corrected typo.
* Added PRA and use of TORMIS as an
evaluation technique that can be used
for tornado missile protection for plant
SSC.
• Added acceptance criteria for PRA.
9 Added a qualifying sentence for the
plant SSC, located outdoors, to take
credit for TORMIS analysis in the
missile protection analysis referencing
Section 3.5.1.4.1.
* Added protective barrier as an
acceptable method for plant SSC
against tornado missile loading for item
(b).
o Added item (c) to include PRA as an
acceptable method to evaluate tornado
missile protection need for plant SSC
required to be designed for tornado
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2

Applicable Design
parameters
Determination of Forces
on Structures

0
*

*
*

3.3.2.3

3.5.1.4

Effect of Failure of
Structural ....... Tornado
Loads
Missiles Generated by
Natural Phenomena

0

*

0

*
3.5.2

Systems To Be
Protected

9

3.5.3.1.1

Concrete Barriers

0
*

0
*

3.5.3.1.2

Steel Barriers

0
*
*
*

loading.
Added Standard Review Plan, Section
3.3.2 reference in item (c).
Corrected sub-section number to
3.3.2.1 (b) for the paragraph starting
with "The pressure differential (p)
noted ..........
Added phrase for structural analysis.
Assigned an equation number (6) to an
equation already shown in this section.
for word
Corrected
"1same". spelling error
Corrected spelling error for word
"assume" in subsection a) of this
section.
Added reference to Tables 3.2-1, 3.5-3
and 3.5-3a for safety-related plant SSC
requiring missile protection.
Added subsection 3.5.1.4.1
"System/Component not requiring
tornado missile protection"
Added subsection 3.5.1.4.2 "Tormis
description"
Added reference to Table 3.2-1 for the
systems protected from tornado
missiles.
Corrected spelling for word "Petry".
Corrected equation for velocity factor 'V'
by changing location of closing bracket
in subsection a).
Defined parameter'W' for missile
weight in subsection a).
Added a Note defining 'K' value for steel
rod missile in the parameter 'K'
definition in subsection a)
Corrected equation (13), "The Stanford
Formula".
Deleted 'T' at the end of the definition
for the parameter 'p3'.
Revised equation (14), "The modified
Stanford Formula".
Added bracket in parameter'M' of
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3.5.3.2.1

Concrete Barriers

3.5.3.2.2

Steel Barriers

3.5
Table 3.2-1

References
Classification of
Structures, Systems
and Components

Table 3.5-3

Missile ProtectionOutside Containment

equation (15), "Ballistic Research
Laboratory Formula".
• Added closing bracket after word
"missiles" in the first sentence of the
second paragraph.
• Deleted an extra closing bracket from
definition of "20t" in the sub-section b).
* Change variable 'Vm' to 'Vm' in equation
(23) and (24).
* Corrected spelling for "Petry" in the
definition of'D', penetration depth.
* Revised variable 't1' to 'tl' in equation
(26).
• Corrected equation (27).
• Corrected unit of the variable 'x' of
equation (27) to (ft) from (in).
• Corrected equation (28).
Added references 16, 17
Revised Tornado Wind Criteria to reflect
*
PRA as an acceptable alternate.
* Added 'note c' and revised note b for
Tornado Wind Criterion.
• Revised probability numbers for the
exposed Main Steam, Feedwater and
Emergency Feedwater piping.
* Added a note referencing section
3.5.1.4.1 in the "Missile Protection"
column of the CCW and Ultimate Heat
Sink system.
* Added reference to Section 3.5.1.4.1 in
Missile Protection column for Station
Service Transformers and 480V MCC.

Evaluation for Significant Hazards Consideration
In accordance with 1OCFR50.92, a proposed change to the operating license
involves no significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed change would not: (1) involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated, (2) create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated; or, (3) involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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The proposed changes, i.e., revising the current UFSAR descriptions addressing
tornado missile barrier protection at Waterford 3 have been evaluated against these
three criteria, and it has been determined that the changes do not involve a
significant hazard because:
(1)

The proposed activity does not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.
The associated UFSAR changes reflect use of the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) Topical Report, "Tornado Missile Risk Evaluation
Methodology, (EPRI NP-2005)," Volumes 1 and I1. This methodology has
been reviewed, accepted and documented in a NRC Safety Evaluation dated
October 26, 1983. The NRC concluded that: "the EPRI methodology can be
utilized when assessing the need for positive tornado missile protection for
specific safety-related plant features in accordance with the criteria of SRP
Section 3.5.1.4."
The EPRI methodology has been previously applied by other licensees to
resolve tornado missile protection issues.
The results of the tornado missile hazards analysis are such that the
calculated total tornado missile hazard probability for safety-related SSC's is
approximately 6.0 x 10-7 per year. This is lower than the value determined to
be acceptable, i.e., 1 x 10-6 per year by the NRC Staff.
With respect to the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident previously analyzed in the UFSAR, the possibility of a tornado
reaching Waterford 3 causing damage to plant systems, structures and
components is a design basis event considered in the UFSAR. The changes
being proposed herein do not reduce the probability that a tornado will reach
the plant. However, it was determined that there are a limited number of
safety-related components that theoretically could be struck. The probability
of tornado-generated missile strikes on these components were analyzed
using the NRC Staff approved probability methods described above. On this
basis, the proposed change is not considered to constitute a significant
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident,
due to the low probability of a tornado missile striking these components.
Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of previously evaluated accidents.

(2)

The proposed activity does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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The proposed changes involve evaluation of whether any physical protection
of safety-related equipment from tornado missiles is required relative to the
probability of such damage without physical protection. A tornado at
Waterford 3 is a design basis event considered in the UFSAR. This change
involves recognition of the acceptability of performing tornado missile
probability calculations in accordance with established regulatory guidance.
Therefore, the change would not contribute to the possibility of, or be the
initiator for any new or different kind of accident, or to occur coincident with
any of the design basis accidents in the UFSAR. The low probability threshold
established for tornado missile damage to system components is consistent
with these assumptions.
Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident.
(3)

The proposed activity does not involve a significant reduction on a margin of
safety.
The request does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. The
existing licensing basis for Waterford 3 with respect to the design basis event
of a tornado reaching the plant, generating missiles and directing them toward
safety-related systems and components is to provide positive missile barriers
for all safety-related systems and components. With the change, it will be
recognized that there is an extremely low probability, below an established
acceptance limit, that a limited subset of the "important" systems and
components could be struck. The change from "protecting all safety-related
systems and components" to "an extremely low probability of occurrence of
tornado generated missile strikes on portions of important systems and
components" is not considered to constitute a significant decrease in the
margin of safety due to that extremely low probability.
Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

Operability Determination for Affected Components
Generic Letter 91-18, Revision 1, "Information to Licensees Regarding NRC
Inspection Manual Section on Resolution of Degraded and Nonconforming
Conditions, Change to Current Licensing Basis," dated October 8, 1997, makes the
following discussion regarding changing the licensing basis to accept a
nonconforming or degraded condition:
[One] situation [to consider] is a final resolution in which the licensee plans to
change the current licensing basis to accept the as-found nonconforming
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condition. In this case, the 1OCFR50.59 evaluation is of the change from the
SAR-described condition to the existing condition in which the licensee plans
to remain (i.e., the licensee will exit the corrective action process by revising
its licensing basis to document acceptance of the condition). If the
1 OCFR50.59 evaluation concludes that a change to the TS or a USQ is
involved, a license amendment must be requested, and the corrective action
process is not complete until the approval is received, or other resolution
occurs. In order to resolve the degraded or nonconforming condition without
restoring the affected equipment to its original design, a licensee may need to
obtain an exemption from 1OCFR Part 50 in accordance with 1OCFR50.12, or
relief from a design code in accordance with 10CFR50.55a. The use of
10CFR50.59, 50.12, or 50.55a in fulfillment of Appendix B corrective action
requirements does not relieve the licensee of the responsibility to determine
the root cause, to examine other affected systems, or to report the original
condition, as appropriate.
In both of these situations, the need to obtain NRC approval for a change
(e.g., because it involves a USQ) does not affect the licensee's authority to
operate the plant. The licensee may make mode changes, restart from
outages, etc., provided that necessary equipment is operable and the
degraded condition is not in conflict with the TS or the license. The basis for
this position was previously discussed in Section 4.5.1.
Entergy has performed an operability determination of these components that are
affected by postulated tornado missiles to allow the plant to continue to operate.
Based on tornado missile damage probability using TORMIS, the strike probability of
the affected system components is less than the 1 x 10-6 per year strike probability
criterion.
Therefore, the potentially affected systems and components have been determined
to be operable with respect to protection from postulated tornado missiles. Since
required equipment is operable and Entergy is requesting NRC Staff approval for the
license basis change, plant operation does not pose an undue risk to public health
and safety.
Environmental Impact Consideration
The proposed request was evaluated against the criteria of 1OCFR51.22 for
environmental considerations. The proposed changes do not significantly increase
individual or cumulative occupational exposures, do not significantly change the
types or significantly increase the amounts of effluents that may be released offsite;
and, as discussed in this attachment, do not involve a significant hazards
consideration. Considering the foregoing, it has been concluded that the proposed
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changes meet the criteria given in 1OCFR51.22 for categorical exclusion from the
requirement for an Environmental Impact Statement.

ATTACHMENT 3 TO W3F1-99-0140
Tornado Missile Strike Probability Analysis Details
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TORNADO MISSILE STRIKE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS DETAILS
The following is a description of the details associated with the tornado missile strike
probability analysis.
TORNADO MISSILE STRIKE PROBABILITY METHODOLOGY
The probability of a tornado missile strike at Waterford 3 is calculated using the
following equation.
N

PT

=

P (Ti)

Where;
PT

=

Probability of tornado missile striking all targets at Waterford 3,
per year

P(Ti)

=

Probability of tornado missile striking a particular target, Ti, per
year.

N

=

Number of unprotected safety-related vulnerable targets

The target probabilities, P(Ti) values will be calculated using TORMIS computer code
originally developed by EPRI. (References 1 and 2) The target probabilities, P(Ti),
for Waterford 3 can be described by the following equation:
6

P(T)

=

Cx> P(Ti/Fi)PG(FJ)

=

Probability of tornado missile striking target, Ti, given that the
tornado of Fujita F-Scale intensity Fj has occurred.

0

Where;
P(Ti/Fj)

=
C
PL(F) =

PL(F)/ PG(F)
Probability of tornado strike in local region defined by 1-degree
square area centered at Waterford 3 per year using data
compiled by Dr. McDonald and adjusted for unreported tornado
and to account for large waterbodies near Waterford 3 site.
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PG(F) =

Probability of tornado strike at Waterford 3 site, using Fujita F
Scale, based on the NRC global Region I, per year.

PG(Fj)=

Probability of tornado strike of Fujita F-Scale intensity in NRC
Region I.

To introduce conservatism in the tornado missile strike probabilities for all targets,
occurance rates based on broad region (NRC Region I) are used in TORMIS
because not all tornado characteristics of local region are available for TORMIS
analysis. The target probabilities thus calculated by TORMIS analysis based on the
NRC global region are scaled down to arrive at the target probabilities based on the
local region. The scaled down, C, factor is derived using a more conservative local
probability value as described below.
LOCAL AND GLOBAL PROBABILITY CALCULATION:
The Waterford 3 site is located at
29 59' 42" North Latitude
90 28' 16" West Longitude
As described in UFSAR Section 2.3.1.2.4 "Tornadoes", the probability of a tornado
strike at Waterford 3 is 7.68 x 10 -5 per year. The probability is based on 112
tornadoes reported within 50 nautical miles (58 statute miles) between 1950 to 1977
with an average path length and width of 3.36 miles and 318 feet respectively. For
the TORMIS analysis, a refined probability for a tornado strike is developed using
reported tornado data from the Storm Prediction Center (SPC), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, in Norman, Oklahoma for the years 1954-1995 for the 1
degree square near Waterford 3. The reported tornado data is adjusted to account
for potentially unreported tornadoes in the 1-degree region using the methodology
developed by Allen (1981). This tornado assessment also accounts for the presence
of large water bodies near Waterford 3. The new probability value was compared to
the 7.68 x 10- 5 value from UFSAR Section 2.3.1.2.4. The more conservative of
these two values was used in the Waterford 3 analysis.
The distribution of reported and unreported tornadoes in the 1-degree square region
is shown in the table below.
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Distribution of Reported and Unreported* Tornadoes
in the 1-Degree Square Region for Waterford 3
1954-1995
Fujita
Scale

FO

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

TOTA

Reported

26

60

20

4

2

0

112

Jnreported*

6

14.5

5

1

0.5

0

27

Total

32

74.5

25

5

2.5

0

139

• As derived by Dr.McDonald
The mean damage path area was calculated for each Fujita, F-Scale, classification.
The information on the path area comes from SPC tornado database. A linear
regression analysis was performed to obtain a continuous area-intensity function.
Upper and lower bound values were calculated in order to obtain 95% confidence
limit on the tornado hazard probability assessment. The tornado strike probability for
each wind intensity for the Waterford 3 site local region was then calculated.
The total site probability, PL(F), is then obtained summing all probability values
calculated for each wind speed. The refined tornado strike probability (local 1-degree
square), 2.23 x 10-4 includes unreported tornado for the local region. This probability
was used to compute the overall target strike probability since it is more conservative
compared to the tornado strike probability, 7.68 x 105, documented in the UFSAR
Section 2.3.1.2.4.
The global probability, PG(F), for Waterford 3 is calculated using tornado occurrence
rate and tornado mean path area for Fujita F-Scale wind intensities for NRC Region I.
The calculated probability value is 42.70 x 10-5.
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Based on the calculated value of PL(F) and PG(F), the scale down factor 'C' is
calculated as below:
C
c

=

-

PL(F)/ PG(F)

2.23X 10 - 4 =0.52
42.70X 10 -5

MISSILE DATA
Reference 1 indicates that missiles beyond the circle of about 1/2 mile radius from
the plant center are unlikely to reach plant structures in the event of a tornado. In this
evaluation, a region of 5000' X 5000', with the Reactor Building being at the center, is
considered adequate. This region is divided into ten (10) missile zones. This division
of the region was based on the observation of structures and buildings during a
walkdown, site plan drawing G-128 (UFSAR Figure No. 1.2-2) and an aerial
photograph.
The missiles at the plant site are simulated by the missile spectrum shown in UFSAR
Table 3.5-10.
All missile types are postulated in all missile zones except missile Zones 1, 4 and 7.
Missiles are not postulated in Zone 1 (Mississippi River). Missile Zones 4 and 7 are
parking areas where only auto and utility pole type missiles are postulated.
The selection of the total number of missiles in each zone is partly based on industry
experience and partly based on the density of missile producing structures (non
safety-related buildings, trailers, sheds, etc.) in the missile zones. In these areas, the
estimates are based on 25 missiles in every 10-ft cube of the shed volume. i.e., in a
shed of 200' X 50' X 20' (high) the total number of postulated missiles would be
5000. Similarly, the autos in the parking areas are estimated based on one auto for
every 100-sq. ft. of the parking area.
Based on these estimates, a total of 71,800 missiles are postulated in 9 missile
zones. This number is considered conservative on the basis of the example problem
in Reference 1 where a total of 65,550 missiles were postulated for a one unit plant
site. In this total, 8450 missiles were considered minimally restrained (i.e.,
unrestrained) and 57,100 were considered partly restrained. In this report all missiles
are conservatively considered to be minimally restrained.
Missile types planks, pipes and rods are postulated to be equal in number in all
missile zones. The remaining two types, autos and utility poles, are postulated as
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10% of others. In the parking areas, the postulated number of utility poles are 10%
of the auto missiles.
The missiles in each missile zone can be located either at the ground elevation or at
elevations higher than the ground. This variability is expressed in TORMIS by
specifying a range of missile injection height for each missile type. In a non-safety
related structures missiles may potentially be found anywhere from the floor to the
roof of the structure. To account for this, the injection heights of plank, pipe and rod
missiles are considered to be between 5' - 30'. The autos are located on the ground
level; therefore, the injection height is assumed to be between 0' - 5'. For utility pole,
the injection height is assumed to be between 15' - 25'.
PLANT DATA
The following general assumptions regarding plant data were used for the analysis:
"

There are no tornado generated missiles that can directly impact irradiated fuel,
even the spent fuel stored in the Fuel Handling Building (FHB). Any missiles
postulated to enter the spent fuel storage portion of the FHB would be stopped by
the concrete walls and roof.

"

It is assumed that a safety or an important to safety system or component simply
being struck by a tornado missile will result in damage sufficient to preclude it
from performing its intended safety function, although this is not realistic for all
cases since missile barrier protection is afforded to majority of the systems and
certain plant SSC's are located below grade and protected by concrete walls and
sub-compartments and the components postulated to be struck have some
inherent capacity that is ignored.

In TORMIS, rectangular and cylindrical buildings are idealized as six-sided
parallelepiped, and three-sided cylindrical surfaces respectively. TORMIS considers
each surface as a target and calculated its conditional probability.
The selection of the buildings to be included in the model is such that all vulnerable
targets are represented by one or more of the modeled building surfaces. At
Waterford 3, the targets are located on the Auxiliary Building roof, on the Reactor
Building wall, and in the cooling tower cells which are open from the top. With these
considerations the following buildings were selected for inclusion in the TORMIS
model.
"*
"*
"*
"*

Auxiliary Building
Cooling Towers including cells
Fuel Handling Building
Reactor Building
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*

Turbine Building

TARGET DATA
The targets are identified in following table. The target areas for the cylindrical
targets such as conduits, pipes, etc. are based on the full surface areas amplified by
a factor of 1.1. This will increase the target area of cylindrical object by 1.1 times
3.14 to equal 3.45 times. For rectangular targets such as electrical switch boxes, the
target areas are based on full exposed areas amplified by a factor of 1.1. For planer
targets such as door openings actual opening areas are used.
Targets and Category

Target I.D.

Target
Category

Ultimate Heat Sink - 'A' and 'B' Train
Components
* Dry Cooling Towers Fans, Motors
* Associated conduits and electrical
boxes
* Component Cooling Water (CCW)
piping, Accumulators and Cabinets

Other Safety-Related Components

"* Main Steam Header Supply to

"*
"*
"*

Emergency Feed Pump Turbine
Piping and EFW Pump Discharge
Piping to isolation valve
Plant Stack, Terry Turbine Exhaust
Stack and EDG Stacks (East &
West Side)
Containment Escape Hatch and
Doors (D051, D266 & D270)
Control Room Differential Pressure
Sensing Lines (2),

2
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Target I.D.

Target
Category

Non-Safety Related Components
3

"* Sump Pump Motor & Floor Drain for
Sump No. 2

"* Control Room Breathing Air System
Storage Tank

"* Main Steam line Relief Valves Vent
*
*
*

Stacks (East & West Side)
Waste Management Piping
Main Steam Dump Valves vent to
atmosphere (East & West side)
Reactor Building Roof Drains

The target probabilities for each category is shown below:
Category - 1
This category contains safety-related targets associated with the Ultimate Heat
Sink (UHS). The total probability of these targets is 4.3 X 10-7 per year. The
original design and licensing basis for the UHS was a qualitative evaluation of
low missile strike probability due to physical plant features and layout. This
evaluation did not address the specific missile strike probability for the UHS.
However, this TORMIS analysis confirms the original qualitative description
presented in the initial FSAR.
Category - 2
This category contains safety-related targets other than those in the Category
1. The total probability of these targets is 1.7 x 10-7 per year.
Category - 3
This category group contains the remaining targets. The total probability of
these non-safety related but important targets is 0.4 x 10-7 per year.
The cumulative tornado generated missile strike probability for safety-related SSCs
at Waterford 3 is 6.0 x 10-7 . The total Waterford 3 plant probability for safety and
non-safety related plant SSCs is the summation of the probabilities of the three
groups, and is calculated to be 6.4 x 10-7 per year.
The calculated total probability for safety-related SSCs is 6.0 x 10-7 per year is within
the acceptance criteria of 10-6 per year established by the NRC Staff. Therefore, the
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identified targets need no additional physical protection from a tornado missile strike.
Following conservatism is built into TORMIS analysis.
"* The targets are conservatively assumed to be damaged upon the missile
strike.
"• The surface areas of the cylindrical targets such as pipes, conduits and
stacks are calculated based upon their full surface area amplified by 10%.
"* The conduits and pipes run in groups. The shielding effects of any one
conduit or pipe over the rest of conduits and pipes in a group is ignored.
"* The surface area of all six sides of electrical boxes is used in analysis
instead of projected area.
"• Certain non-safety related targets (Category 3) are included in the analysis.
"• Missile population used in the analysis is conservative.
RESOLUTION OF NRC'S FIVE POINTS IN THE TORMIS SAFETY EVALUATION
REPORT ON TORMIS
The following explanation provides the Waterford 3 specific responses to the five
points the NRC Staff, raised in the evaluation of the EPRI TORMIS methodology.
1.

"Data on tornado characteristics should be employed for both broad regions
and the small areas around the site. The most conservative values should be
used in the risk analysis or justification provided for those values selected."
Response:
The Waterford 3 site is located near the Gulf of Mexico coastline. Tornadoes
recorded near the coastline are generally weaker than those occurring further
inland. The lower wind speeds predicted by the model based on the 1-degree
square local region supports this argument. Tornadoes near the coastline are
sometimes associated with the passage of hurricanes. Hurricane generated
tornadoes tend to be less intense than inland tornadoes in accordance with
Federal Emergency Management Agency publication, "Taking a Shelter From
the Storm". Therefore, the local regional data is the most appropriate data to
use.
As described in UFSAR Section 2.3.1.2.4 "Tornadoes", the probability of a
tornado strike at Waterford 3 is 7.68 x 10 -5 per year. This probability is based
on 112 tornadoes reported within 50 nautical miles (58 statute miles) between
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1950 to 1977. For the TORMIS analysis, a refined probability for tornado
strike is developed using reported tornado data from the Storm Prediction
Center (SPC), of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, in
Norman, Oklahoma for the yearsl954-1995 for the 1-degree square near
Waterford 3. The reported tornado data is adjusted to account for potentially
unreported tornadoes and presence of large water bodies in the 1-degree
square region using the methodology developed by Allen (1981). The refined
probability value was be compared to the 7.68 x 10 -5 value from UFSAR
Section 2.3.1.2.4. The more conservative of these two values will be used in
the Waterford 3 analysis.
2.

"The EPRI study proposes a modified tornado classification, F' Scale, for
which the velocity ranges are lower by as much as 25% than the velocity
ranges originally proposed in the Fujita F-Scale. Insufficient documentation
was provided in the studies in support of the reduced F' Scale. The F-Scale
tornado classification should therefore be used in order to obtain conservative
results."
Response:
The Fujita Scale (F-Scale) wind speeds were used in lieu of the TORMIS wind
speeds (F'-Scale) for the F0 through F5 intensities. In addition, a wind speed
range from 318 to 360 mph was used for the F6 intensity to correspond to the
tornado wind speed described in UFSAR Section 3.3.2.1 "Applicable Design
Parameters".

3.

"Reductions in tornado wind speed near the ground due to surface friction
effects are not sufficiently documented in the EPRI study. Such reductions
were not consistently accounted for when estimating tornado wind speed at 33
feet above grade on the basis of observed damage at lower elevations.
Therefore, user should calculate the effect of assuming velocity profile with
ratios V0 (speed at ground level)N 33 (speed at 33 feet elevation) higher than
that in the EPRI study. Discussion sensitivity of the results to changes in the
modeling of the tornado wind speed profile near the ground should be
provided."
Response:
A more conservative near-ground profile was used than the base case in
TORMIS, resulting in a higher tornado ground wind speed to -246 mph giving
a ratio of VoIV 3 3 equal to 0.82.
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For the TORMIS analysis, injection height for the potential tornado missiles
into the tornado wind field is selected above the surface of the ground. The
increased injection height will also increase the wind speed acting on the
missiles.
4.

"The assumptions concerning the locations and numbers of potential missiles
presented at a specific site are not well established in the EPRI studies.
However, the EPRI methodology allows site-specific information on tornado
missile availability to be incorporated in the risk calculation. Therefore, users
should provide sufficient information to justify the assumed missile density
based on the site specific missile sources and dominant tornado paths of
travel."
Response:
A site-specific walkdown was performed to include the contents of the
warehouses, office buildings, sheds, trailers, parking lots, and switch yards.
Based on the walkdown, a total of 71,800 missiles were postulated. This
number is considered conservative on the basis of the example problem in the
EPRI study where a total of 65,550 missiles were postulated for a one unit
plant site.

5.

"Once the EPRI methodology has been chosen, justification should be
provided for any deviations from the calculational approach."
Response:
The Waterford 3 analyses does not have any deviations from EPRI NP-2005,
except as noted in items 1 through 4 above.
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Thunderstorms

2.3.1.2.3

Thunderstorms with damaging winds and hail are relatively infrequent. The most damaging
thunderstorms are those associated with the passage of a cold front or squall line.(2)
Based on 21 years of records of the US Weather Bureau at Moisant International Airport
(1949-1969), the mean number of days with thunderstorms is:
Jan
2

Feb
2

Mar
3

Apr
5

May
6

June
9

July
16

Aug
13

Sept
7

Oct
2

Nov
1

Dec
2

Annual
68

The maximum thunderstorm occurrence during the months of July and August is also reflected
in the monthly average precipitation.
During the period 1955-1967, hail 0.75 in. or greater in diameter was reported 13 times in
8
the one-degree latitude-longitude square containing the site( ). These occurrences are
relatively infrequent especially when compared to over 100 such hail reports at some
locations in Oklahoma.
The site area experiences an annual average of 75 days with observable lightning or thunder.
19
There are about 19 cloud to ground strikes per square mile per year( ). The most serious
lightning displays will obviously occur in those thunderstorms associated with frontal
passages.
The probability of the Waterfqrd Reactor Building being struck by lightning in any year may
be calculated using the procedures presented in Lightning Protection by J. L Marshal as 0.78
19
or approximately one lightning strike every 1.3 years.( ) All critical components and
structures at the Waterford plant are protected against lightning damage by an extensive
electrical grounding system.
2.3.1.2.4

Tornadoes

A few of the more severe thunderstorms and hurricanes generate tornadoes. According to
Thom(9), the total.frequency of tornadoes for the 10 year period. 1953-1962, by one-degree
latitude-longitude squares for southeastern Louisiana is:
90-91 W

89-90 W
29-30 N
30-31 N

9
11

9
12

The mean annual frequency of tornadoes per one degree square in the site area, therefore, is
about one.
Thom(9) also gives the probability of a tornado striking a point based on the path width and
length of all tornadoes reported in Iowa during 1953-1962. The average path area of these
storms is given by Thom as 2.8209 square miles. Using this information, the tornado
frequency presented above and the method suggested by Thom. the annual probability of a
tornado striking the site is approximately 6.3 x 10-4 or about once every 1585 years.
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An examination of tornado statistics for 1950-1977(20) showed that during this period a total
of 112 tornadoes had been reported within 50 nautical miles (58 statute miles) of the
Waterford site. The average path length and width of these 112 tornadoes is 3.36 miles and
318 ft. respectively: these values yield an
r
area of 0.20 square miles.
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The site speci ic tornado data described above shows that the two most severe torna
to
occur in the site vicinity were classed F4 according to the Fujita Tornado intensity
scale(21 ). This scale, which was developed by T.T. Fujita of the University of Chicago,
classifies tornado intensity and maximum wind speed based upon the observed extent of damage
attributable to the storm. The F4 classification is associated with wind speeds (rotational
and translational combined) estimated to be between 207 and 260 mph.
Even though the probability of a tornado at the site is small, all structures and equipment
necessary to initiate and maintain a safe plant shutdown have been designed to withstand
short-term loadings resulting from a tornado funnel with a peripheral tangential velocity of
300 mph and a translational velocity of 60 mph with an external pressure drO of three psi
in three seconds.
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2.3.1.2.5

Air Pollution Potential

Qualitative estimates of the dispersion characteristics of a site can be made from tabulated
summaries of meteorological data. Two types of summaries readily available to
meteorologists consist of tabulations of mixing heights and tabulations of stagnating
anticyclone (i.e., high pressure system) occurrences.
The mixing height of the atmosphere is defined as the height of that surface based layer
through which pollutant material released to the atmosphere will be thoroughly mixed. The
lower the mixing height, the more unfavorable dispersion conditions become. When low mixing
heights are in turn combined with low wind speeds in the mixing layer air pollution problems
can result. Using mixing height and wind speed data for the period 1960-1964, Holzworth(I°)
examined and generally summarized the relative potential for adverse dispersion conditions
for urban areas throughout the contiguous United States. Although the Waterford 3 site is
located in a rural area. Holzworth's analyses are reasonably applicable. Holzworth's
results indicate that the site area can expect to experience between 10 and 15 days each
year of "limited dispersion". This value is somewhat high in comparison to much of the
eastern US where 5-10 such days generally occur each year but is quite low in comparison to
those parts of the U.S. west of the Rocky Mountains.
As indicated earlier, the occurrence frequency of stagnating anticyclones represents another
easily obtainable index of high air pollution potential. Stagnating anticyclones are in
fact a cause of low mixing heights, so the two sets of data are interrelated. Using pres
sure gradient and low wind speed criteria, Korshover(]1 ) has determined that from 1936
through 1965, approximately 30 stagnation incidents covering a total of 110 days occurred in
the site area. Such statistics are higher than those for the northeastern U.S. and the mid-
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Protection from the design basis tornado is provided by design margins and the

judicious use of missile barriers such that the probability does not exceed acceptable
value.
A "TORMIS" analysis was performed using tornado data for the years 1954-1995 to
compute tornado strike probability at Waterford 3. The "TORMIS" analysis was then
used to evaluate the protection requirements of certain components vulnerable to
tornado generated missiles. The "TORMIS" analysis uses a NRC approved
methodology developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The
methodology is implemented using the computer program TORMIS.
Should the Waterford 3 evaluations using the TORMIS methodology provide results
indicating that the plant configuration exceed W3's 10-6 acceptance criteria, then missile
protective barrier will be utilized to reduce the total cumulative probability value to below

the acceptance criteria value of 106.

ADD

so that any desired item of information is retrievable for reference. These records of the
design, fabrication, erection and testing of structures, systems and components important to
safety are maintained as required by the LP&L quality assurance program.
3.1.2

CRITERION 2 - DESIGN BASES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST NATURAL PHENOMENA

CRITERION:
Structures, systems and components important to safety shall be designed to withstand the
effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami and
seiches without loss of capability to perform their safety functions. The design bases for
these structures, systems and components shall reflect: (1) Appropriate consideration of the
most severe of the natural phenomena that have been historically reported for the site and
surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity, and period of
time in which the historical data have been accumulated. (2) appropriate combinations of the
effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena and, (3)
the importance of the safety functions to be performed.

RESPONSE:
The integrity of systems, structures and components important to safety is included in the
reactor facilities design evaluations. The structures, systems and components important to
safety are designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena without loss of capability
to perform their safety functions. Those structures, systems and components vital to the
shutdown capability of the reactor are designed to withstand the maximum probable natural
phenomenon expected at the site determined from recorded data for the site vicinity with
appropriate margin to account for uncertainties in historical data. Those structures,
systems and components vital to the mitigation and control of incident conditions are
designed to withstand the effects of a loss-of-coolant accident coincident with the effects
of the safe shutdown earthquake. The structures, systems, and components important to
safety are listed in Table 3.2-1.
For further discussion, see the following sections: 2.3 Meteorology, 2.4 Hydrologic
Engineering. 2.5 Geology, Seismology and Geotechnical Engineering, 3.2 Classification of
Structures, Components and Systems, 3.3 Wind and Tornado Loadings. 3.4 Water Level (Flood)
Design, 3.5 Missile Protection. 3.7 Seismic Design. 3.8 Design of Category I Structures. 3.9
Mechanical Systems and Components, 3.10 Seismic Qualification of Seismic Category I
Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment. and 3.11 Environmental Design of Mechanical and
Electrical Equipment.
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3.1.4

CRITERION 4 - ENVIRONMENTAL AND MISSILE DESIGN BASES

CRITERION:
Structures, systems and components important to safety shall be designed to accommodate
the effects of, and to be compatible with, the environmental conditions associated with
normal operation, maintenance, testing, and postulated accidents including Loss-of-Coolant
Accidents (LOCA).
These structures, systems, and components shall be appropriately
protected against dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles, pipe whipping and dis
charging fluids that may result from equipment failures and from events and conditions
outside the nuclear power unit.

RESPONSE:
Structures, systems and components important to safety are designed to accommodate the
effects and to be compatible with the pressure, temperature, humidity, chemical and
radiation conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance, testing, and postulated
accidents, including a loss-of-coolant accident in the area in which they are located.
Protective walls and slabs, local missile shielding, or restraining devices are provided to
protect the containment and Engineered Safety Features Systems within and without the
containment against damage from missiles generated by equipment failures. The concrete
enclosing the Reactor Coolant System serves as radiation shielding and as an effective
barrier against internal missiles. Local missile barriers are provided for control element
drive mechanisms. Penetrations and piping extending to and including isolation valves are
protected from damage due to pipe whipping, and are protected from damage by external
missiles, where such protection is necessary to meet the design bases.
Non-seismic category piping is arranged or restrained so that failure of any non-seismic
category piping will not cause radioactivity to be released to the environment nor prevent
essential seismic Category I structures or equipment from mitigating the consequences of
such an accident.
Seismic Category I piping has been arranged or restrained such that. in the event of rupture
of a seismic Category I pipe which causes a loss-of-coolant accident, resulting pipe
movement, will not result in loss of containment integrity and adequate Engineered Safety
Features Systems operation will be maintained.
The containment interior structure is designed to sustain dynamic load which could result
from failure in major equipment and piping, such as jet thrust, jet impingement, and local
pressure transients, where containment integrity is needed to cope with the conditions.
The external concrete shield protects the steel containment vessel from damage due to
external missiles such as tornado propelled missiles. The functional capability of any
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For those components which are required to operate under extreme conditions such as design
seismic loads or containment post accident environmental conditions, the manufacturers
submit type test, operational or calculational data which substantiate this capability of
the equipment.
For further discussion, refer to the following sections: 3.3 Wind and Tornado Loadings. 3.4
Water Level (Flood) Design, 3.5 Missile Protection, 3.6 Protection Against Dynamic Effects
Associated with the Postulated Rupture of Piping, 3.7 Seismic Design. 3.8 Design of Category
I Structures, 3.11 Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment. and 6.0
Engineered Safety Features.
3.1.5

CRITERION 5 - SHARING OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

CRITERION:
Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall not be shared among nuclear
power units unless it can be shown that such sharing will not significantly impair their
ability to perform their safety functions including, in the event of an accident in one
unit. an orderly shutdown and cooldown of the remaining units.
RESPONSE:
As per the Louisiana Power & Light letter (LPL-362) of October 19, 1971 to Dr P.A. Morris
(then with the AEC). Unit No. 4 is no longer being considered for construction; therefore.
this criterion is not applicable.
3.1.6

CRITERION 10 - REACTOR DESIGN

CRITERION:
The reactor core and associated coolant, control, and protection systems shall be designed
with appropriate margin to assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not
exceeded during any condition of normal operation, including the effects of anticipated
operational occurrences.
RESPONSE:
In ANSI N18.2, Nuclear Safety Criterion for the Design of Pressurized Water Reactor Plants
(January 1973). plant conditions are categorized in accordance with their anticipated
frequency of occurrence and risk to the public, and design requirements are given for each
of the four categories. The categories covered by this criterion are Condition I - Normal
Operation and Condition II - Faults of Moderate Frequency.
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WIND AND TORNADO LOADINGS

3.3

Structures, systems or components whose failure due to design wind loading could prevent
safe shutdown of the reactor, or result in significant uncontrolled release of radioactivity
from the unit, are protected from such failure by one of the following methods:
a)

the structure or component is designed to withstand design wind, or

b)

the system or components are housed within a structure which is designed to withstand
the design wind.

Structures, systems or components whose failure could prevent safe shutdown of the reactor,
or result in significant uncontrolled release of radioactivity from the unit, are protected
from such failure due to design tornado wind loading or missiles by one of the following
methods:
a)

the structure or component is designed to withstand tornado wind and/or tornado
missile loads (refer to Subsection 3.5.1.4 for tornado mis le criteri

b)

the system or components are housed within a structure.Ahic

is designed to withstand

the tornado wind and/or missile loads.
Table 3.2-1 lists all safety related structures, systems and components and the method of
wind/tornado protection where applicable. The a or b designation in the table refers to

item a or b above.
3.3.1

WIND LOADINGS

3.3.1.1

Design Wind Velocity

The plant structures defined as seismic Category I structures are designed for a maximum
wind of 200 mph at 30 feet above plant grade.
3.3.1.2

Basis for Wind Velocity Selection

The basis for the selection of the above wind velocity for design is presented in Section
2.3. The 100 year recurrence interval indicates a maximum wind velocity of approximately 100
mph. However, to assure the integrity of these structures under extreme wind conditions, a
200 mph wind is selected to provide sufficient conservatism in design.
3.3.1.3

Determination of Applied Forces

The wind loads which are applied to structures as static forces are derived from, the
recommendations of ASCE paper No. 3269. "Wind Forces on Structures
The dynamic wind pressure (q) in pounds per square foot is calculated from the wind speed
(1)
using the formula:
2
q = 0.002558 V
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The local pressure at any point on the surface of a building is equal to:
PL = Cpeq

(2)

where Cpe represents the local pressure coefficient which depends upon the geometric
form of the building and the relative location of the point in question with respect to the
direction of the wind. Values of Cpe for several different shapes, of buildings are
presented in ASCE Paper No. 3269 and ASCE Paper No. 4933(2). Values of Cpe for the containment
dome as shown in Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-2 are slightly simplified from those of Reference 2.
The values of Cpe are assumed constant across the width of the dome instead of using more
than one value of Cpe for each strip as suggested in the ASCE-paper.
In general,
buildings.

Cpe is positive for windward parts of buildings and negative for leeward parts of

The values given in equation (2) represent the dynamic wind pressure on the surface of the
building only in the case in which the building is airtight. If there are openings on the
surface of a building, then an internal pressure (Pi) will be increased or decreased
depending on whether the openings are mainly on the windward or leeward surfaces as given in
the following:
P, = Cplq

(3)

where Cpi is the internal pressure coefficient.
buildings are listed in Reference 1.

Detailed test values of Cpj

for certain

In the design of walls and roofs, the pressure coefficient includes the summation of the
external and the internal pressures. Considering equation (2) and equation (3), the total
dynamic pressure (Pt):
Pt = PL + P1
or

(4)

Pt = q(Cpe + Cpi)

The total directional wind pressure for the building, in the direction of the wind is given

by:
(5)

Pt = Coq

where CD.is the average drag or shape coefficient for the building and q is the dynamic wind
pressure at the given height. CD includes the effects of positive pressure on the windward
wall and negative pressure on the leeward wall.
CD and the pressure distribution around the cylindrical Reactor Building are determined by
using References 1 and 2.
Table 3.3-1 and Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-3 list the applied force magnitude gust factor used.
and pressure distribution calculated for each plant safety related structure.
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3.3.2

TORNADO

3.3.2.1

Applicable Design Parameters

Parameters applicable to the design basis tornado for seismic Category I structure design are in
accordance with the following criteria:
a)

external wind forces resulting from a tornado funnel with a horizontal rotation velocity of 300
mph and a horizontal translational velocity of 60 mph. The tornado rotational (tangential)
velocity and translational velocity are summed algebraically, and applied on the entire building
structure,

b)

a decrease in atmospheric pressure of three psi at a rate of one psi/sec,

C)

the effect on (a) and (b) are considered to act simultaneously, an

d)

the external tornado generated missiles considered, as described in

e)

Category I structures are designed without venting (eg. blow-out panels) provisions.

<
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u section 3.5.1.4.

In the design of steel structures, an increase in code allowable stresses was permitted for tomadic
loading in combination with other loadings. Stresses less than or equal to 90 percent of yield for flexure
and less than or equal to 58 percent of yield for shear were allowed.
The design basis tornado for Waterford 3 is based upon the tomado wind and pressure characteristics
considered appropriate by the nuclear industry and the AEC at the time the plant was designed prior to
the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.76 in April 1974. Both the total wind speed and the maximum
negative pressure are the same for the Waterford design basis tornado as those specified in Regulatory
Guide 1.76. In addition, the effect of 2 psi/sec pressure drop as specified in Regulatory Guide 1.76 has
been evaluated. The natural period of the structure systems is 0.02 to 0.30 sec. Utilizing the method to
determine the maximum dynamic load factor, (DLF) maximum of one-degree elastic systems, undamped
and subjected to constant force with finite rise time as given in "Introduction to Structural Dynamics" by
John M. Briggs, (DLF) maximum is determined to be approximately equal to 1.00 and 1.02 for the
pressure drop rate of 1 and 2 psi/sec respectively. The increase of two percent in (DLF) maximum is
acceptable within the conservatism used in calculating the equivalent static pressure loads. Therefore,
the design of the seismic Category I structure meets the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.76.
3.3.2.2

Determination of Forces on Structures

Tornado wind speed is converted into equivalent dynamic pressure loadings and the computations for
wind pressure, their distribution on surface area of buildings, shape factors and drag coefficients are
based on the procedures outlined in ASCE Paper No. 3269. Because of the unique characteristics
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of tornados, gust factor and velocity variation with height are not considered. With respect to the pressure
distribution around the Reactor Building, wind force data reported in ASCE Papers 3269 and 4933 are
used in the design.
The effect of (a), (b), and (c) given in Subsection 3.3.2.1 are considered.
The dynamic pressure corresponding to the 360 (i.e., 300 mph + 60 mph) mph wind velocity calculated in
the standard form is:
q = 0.002558 V2
q = 0.002558 (360)2 = 332 psf
For large structures or parts of structures whose horizontal dimensions perpendicular to the wind force
are comparable to the radius of the tornado vortex at which the maximum tangential wind speed occurs, a
more realistic, average tornado wind speed of 300 mph can be used in equation(I) to calculate the
dynamic wind pressure for the structure as a whole( 1 ). Local dynamic wind pressure is still based on 360
mph for equations (2), (3), and (4).
The pressure differential (p) noted in Subsection 3.3.2.1
s considered in calculating tornado pressure
loading for closed buildings. The maximum pressure dr of three psi occurs at the center of the vortex
and diminishes with distance from the vortex center. Theoretically, this pressure drop ranged from 1.5 psi
,.,
at the point of maximum tornado tangential wind speed to three psi at the center of the tornado where the
'Iu .
tangential speed is zero. However, the plant design conservatively used the maximum pressure drop of
aP 1) -- ree psi throughout. For these buildings, the local pressure loading, equation (2), is combined with the
pressure differential (p) to give:
P = qC + p
P = qCpe +0.5 p (for Special Doors and Maintenance
Hatch Shield Door Only and RAB Roof Hatch HC-31 Covers)

S

m

The total directional wind pressure on the entire building in the direction of the maximum wind speed will
-remain e
as given by equation (5). The equivalent static pressure loading for the various
structures are given on Table 3.3-2 and Figures 3.3-2 and 3.3-4.
The total structural response due to the design basis tornado is determined by combining the static
analysis results that account for the tornado pressure loading as given by equation (6) and the equivalent
static loads as obtained from the missile impactive analysis discussed in Subsection 3.5-3.
3.3.2.3

Effect of Failure of Structures or Components not
Designed for Tornado Loads

Non-seismic structures, such as the Turbine Building and the intake superstructure framing and crane
have been designed for tomadic wind on the
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exposed steel surfaces but have not been designed to resist tornado generated missiles. The
failure of any structural member or component in either of these non-seismic structures.
that would be caused by being hit by a tornado generated missile, would be local in nature
causing no damage to seismic Category I structures or components and would not prevent the
safe shutdown of the reactor or result in uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the
environment.
The Turbine Building has been evaluated for tornado loadings to the following extent:
a)

Siding in Place - The building is designed to resist a wind load of 200 mphasu/
pressure drop to be zero).

b)

Siding Failure - Siding fails for winds above 200 mph. The siding is designed to
fail but remain balanced and restrained by the central portion of the panel against
the girts. The exposed steel framing is designed to withstand a tornado load of 360
mph.

c)

Tornado-born missiles are not considered in the design.

SECTION 3.3:

REFERENCES

(1)

ASCE 3269, "Wind Forces on Structures," American Society of Civil Engineers,
Transactions, Vol 126, Part II, 1961

(2)

"Wind Loads on Dome-Cylinder and Dome-Cone Shapes, "F J Maher. Journal of the
Structural Division, ASCE Vol 92, No. S T 5 Proc Paper 4933, October 1966
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to the assumptions involved in
These estimates for probabilities are very conservative due
calculations assume that the
these calculations. The penetration capability of the missile
considered that the missile
impact velocity is the same as ejection velocity. It Is also
retaining the original
impacts normal to the barrier surface and does not deform, thereby
of the first barrier. In
minimum equivalent diameter that it had prior to the penetration
velocity due to air
reality the missile impact velocity will be less than the ejection
rarely impacts normal to
missile
attenuation and relative elevation of impact location. The
more than the actual
always
is
the barrier and so the effective thickness of the barrier
a larger equivalent diameter for
thickness. Also. the missile will deform and thus. present
the next barrier.
generation probability, based on
The NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.115 assumes a missile
turbine year and. therefore, suggests
historical failure data for the turbine, of 104 per
should be within i0"3 per turbine year.
that the strike and damage probability for the plant
of the turbine overspeed protection
However. due to redundancy and periodic testing features
and materials, the actual probability
and the quality control of the manufacturing processes
lower than the NRC suggested values"')
of missile generation is expected to be significantly
for missile generation probability. Pi.
(P x P2 x P3) for this plant from
The overall plant unacceptable strike damage probability 1
strike Is almost zero and that due
the design overspeed failure event due to low trajectory,
the NRC(sl Value of P,.as
to high trajectory strike is 2.6 x 10"4 per turbine year using
6 x 10'6.
(P, x P2 x P3) from destructive
The overall plant unacceptable strike and damage probability
is 3.4 x 104 per turbine year and that
overspeed failure event due to low trajectory strike
year assuming the NRC161 value of P1
due to high trajectory impacts is 3.4 x 104 per turbine
as 4 x 10's.
total plant due to high and low
The combined probability of sVtIke and damage for the
the design overspeed failure event and
trajectory impacts is 2.6 x 104 per, turbine year for
6.8 x 104 for the destructive overspeed" fallure event.
3.5.1.3.7

Turbine Manufacturer Probability Analysis

calculation of P, using newer values of
In 1994 the turbine manufacturer performed a revised
value of I X 10"2 for P. X P3.
valve failure rates. This analysis "61 uses an NRC assumed valve test interval. the
control
The results shoor that for a quarterly turbine speed
the design overspeed case and 4.58 X
for
10"9
X
6.5
is
dauange
combined probability of strike
10* for the destructive overspeed case.
3.5.1.4

Missiles

Generated by Natural Phenomena

are the tornado missiles. The plant
The postulated missiles generated by natural phenomena
design bases of Subsection 3.5.1.
is designed for multiple tornado missiles and the
The design tornado missiles are listed in Table 3.5-10.
protection from tornado missiles are
safety related systems and structures and their
tabulated in Table$3',64! 3. 2-1j 3.•S-3 L 3,5- 39,,
-15
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3.5.1.4.1 Systemicomponents not requiring unique tornado missile protection
A limited amount of safety related systems and components located on RAB roof at +69'
elevation, at +46' elevation and in the cooling tower areas are evaluated as not requiring
unique tornado missile protection barriers.
Safety-related systems and components are generally protected from tornado
generated missiles. The limited amount of unprotected portions of safety-related
systems and components will be analyzed using probabilistic missile strike analysis as
permitted in Standard Review Plan 3.5.1.4 "Missiles Generated By Natural
Phenomena". This analysis is conducted to establish the total (cumulative) probability
per year of missiles striking safety-related structures, systems and components due to
postulated tornadoes. This information will be then used to determine the specific
design provisions that must be provided to maintain the estimate of strike probability
below an acceptable level.
The acceptable level established for the protection of such systems and components at
Waterford 3 is consistent with the acceptance criteria in Standard Review Plan 2.2.3
"Evaluation of Potential Accidents", i.e., that a probability of occurrence of initiating
events (those that could lead to potential consequences in excess of the 10 CFR Part
100 Guidelines) of "approximately 10-6 per year is acceptable if, when combined with
reasonable qualitative arguments, the realistic probability can be shown to be lower.
The Waterford 3 specific acceptance criteria is that the total probabiifty of tornado
missiles striking a safety-related system or component must be shown by analysis to be
less than 1 x 10-6 per year.
This acceptance criteria contains the following conservatism:
"

There are no tornado generated missiles that can directly impact on irradiated fuel,
even on the spent fuel stored in the Fuel Handling Building (FHB). Any missiles
postulated to enter the fuel storage area would be stopped by concrete walls and
roof barriers.

"* It is assumed that a safety-related system or component simply being struck by a
tornado missile will result in damage sufficient to preclude it from performing its
intended safety function, although this is not realistic for all cases since missile
barrier protection is afforded to majority of the systems and certain plant SSC are
located below grade and protected by concrete walls and sub-compartments.
The analysis uses an NRC( 16) approved methodology developed by the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) (17). The methodology is implemented using the computer
program TORMIS, which is further described in section 3.5.1.4.2.
Should the Waterford 3 evaluations using the TORMIS methodology provide results
indicating that the plant configuration exceed W3's 10-6 acceptance criteria, then missile

protective barrier will be utilized to reduce the total cumulative probability value to below

VV
plant maintenance or configuration changes.
3.5.1.4.2. TORMIS DESCRIPTION
TORMIS implements a methodology developed by the Electric Power Research
Institute (17) . TORMIS determines the probability of striking walls and roofs of buildings
on which exposed portions of the safety-related systems and components are located.
The probability is calculated by simulating a large number of tornado strike events at the
site for each tornado wind speed intensity scale. After the probability of striking the
walls or the roof is calculated, the exposed surface areas of the components are
factored in to compute the probability of striking a particular target.
The TORMIS analysis for W3 is in accordance with the TORMIS program, as described
in Reference 17, using site-specific parameters described below:
1. The probability of a tornado strike at WF3 is based upon broad region values

associated with the Fujita F-Scale.
2. The Fujita Scale (F-Scale) wind speeds were used in lieu of the TORMIS wind
speeds (F'-Scale) for the F0 through F5 intensities. In addition, a wind speed range

from 300 to 360 mph was used for the F6 intensity to correspond to the tornado wind
speed described in Section 3.3.2.1 "Applicable Design parameters".
3. A more conservative near-ground profile was used than the base case in TORMIS,
resulting in a higher tornado ground wind speed to -246 mph giving a ratio Of VON 33
equal to 0.82. NRC has accepted this value for other nuclear sites submittal using

TORMIS analysis.
4. A site-specific walkdown was performed to include the contents of the warehouses,
office buildings, sheds, trailers, parking lots, and switch yards. Based on the
walkdown, a total of 71,800 missiles were postulated in 9 missile zones. This
number is considered conservative on the basis of the example problem in Ref. 17

where a total of 65,550 missiles were postulated for one unit plant site.
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Missiles Generated by Fvents Near the Site

3.5.1.5

Railroad facilities. main roadways. Mississippi River shipping channel. industrial
facilities, pipelines, and military installations are located a sufficient distance from the
safety related portions of the plant so that the missiles from the design basis explosive
events do not reach or damage safety related portions of the plant. (Refer to Subsection
2.2.3).
Aircraft Hazards

3.5.1.6

Aircraft impact is not considered as a design basis event for the Waterford 3 safety-related
structures. Section 2.2 contains a discussion on aircraft hazards.

SYSTEMS TO BE PROTECTED

3.5.2

Systems and structures to be protected from internally-generated missiles outside
containment are listed in Table 3.5-3. System protection from internally-generated missiles
inside the containment is described in Subsection 3.5.1.2 and Table 3.5-4. System
protection from tornado missiles is listed in Tables 3.5- and 3.5-3a.

3

BARRIER DESIGN PROCEDURES

3.5.3

The procedures employed in the design of structures and barriers to withstand the missiles
are described in the following subsections. Waterford 3 design of structural barriers for
tornado missiles does not depend on the composite resistances of steel and concrete. Only
concrete barriers or steel barriers have been utilized.
3.5.3.1

Local Damaoe Prediction

3.5.3.1.1

Concrete Barriers

Concrete barriers are designed to prevent missile perforation of the barrier. For local
ructures. the following formula
damage prediction of missile impact.on concrete barri
1 0). known as the Modified P r/. ormulas. are given below:
suggested by Amirikian(
a)

Where slab thickness is greater than three ti

o

(10)

KApV'

-

where:
penetration of missile. ft.

=

0

velocity factor - loglO (1
velocity. ft/sec
- missile impact

V
V

W/Ac - sectional pressure. lb/ft 2

Ap

-

Ac

-missile

_

the penetration depth:

contact area, ft2

lOft
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K

Met:

material constant -4.76x

PAr

s7'ecl

ro

t

,

tro
•,4A,
.

but grea er than
Where slab thickness is less than three times t e penetration depth
two times the penetration depth:

b)

O a-

(11

[1 + exp (-4(a- 2) )]

where:
D'

-

revised missile penetration. ft.

a

-

T/D

T

-

slab thickness. ft.

D

-

penetration of missile from above. ft.

results of missile
In no case is the slab or wall thickness less than 2D. Table 3.5-4 shows
missiles
selected
the
for
penetration and the available minimum thickness of concrete
discussed in Subsection 3.5.1.
Steel Barriers

3.5.3.1.2

Steel gratings are designed to prevent perforation of the barrier.
prediction of missile impact. the following formulas are used:

For local damage

Stanford Research Formula

E

D

-

S
46.000

(16.000 T2

+ 1500 W T)
W$

where: T - steel thickness to be penetrated (in.)
(ft-lb)
E - critical kinetic energy required for penetration
(in.)
supports
rigid
between
side
length of a square
W length of a standard width (4 in.)
Ws
D a missile diameter (in.)
(psi)
S - ultimate tensile strength of the target steel plate
This formula is good for the following ranges:
0.1 < T/Dl 0.8
0.002< T/L< 0.05
10< LID <50
5< W/o <8
8< W/T <100
70< Vc <400
assumed to be cylindrical, and Vc is
where L is the missile length (in) and the missile is
the missile velocity (fps).
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Rewritten the Stanford formula becomes.

+ 0.0022f 2
T T .91E
DS

if

-

(13)

where f a window factor, and f - W/D is used in lieu of W/WS
The Stanford formula is further modified for the steel grating with the following correction
factors:
- Correction factor for reduced contact area
9
- Correction factor for Poisson's effectOmh m
0
The modified Stanford formula becomes.
+ 0.0022f 2
T -.

where

a (for 2' x

4U

-

0.047f

(14)

plank) - 5.33

c (for 3" diameter pipe) - 3.67
c (for 4000 lb auto) - 3.67
L (for 1'diameter rod) - 2.91
a (for 13.5" diameter pole) - 3.74
5 -

V22 - o.91

To ensure conservatism for (W/O) ratios greater than 8. or (W/T) ratios greater than 100.
use
f-W/O 5 8
or
f < 100 (T/O). whichever Is lower
Rp_•arth

•al~l~i~t

T3 12

IAharatarv formula

0.5
2
17400 K

where T - thickness

MV(

D3/2

to be penetrated (in.)

Ii-mass of missile LN
g

lb- Se

1ft~,
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V - velocity of missiles (fps)
0 - diameter of missile (in.)
one.
K - constant depending on the grade of steel and is usually about
for the steel grating with the
The modified Ballistic Research Laboratory formula is also modified formula.
Stanford
same correction factors a and 0 as shown for the modified

T3/2

-

0.5 MV2 a

17400 (KP )2

(16)

D312

This reveals that the
Table 3.5-13 shows results of missile penetration from both formulas.
1.25 T. where T is
recommended
thickness of the steel grating (7*) is much greater than the
the depth of penetration.
3.5.3.2

Overall Damaae Prediction

3.5.3.2.1

Concrete Barriers

collapse under
The overall structural capacity is determined to preclude structural
pressure loadings
missile impact concurrent with tornado wind and tornado differential
(Subsection 3.3.2.2).
to impactive loads (i.e.. tornado
For all reinf rced conc ete structural elements subjected
impulse. momentum. and
generated mis iles) th structuralSi response is determined by using
concrete barriers, strain energy
energy balanc techni es of Williamson and Alvy (9). For
the ductility criteria specified in Table 3.5-12.
capacity is lim'
type function and the actual
The force-time function is considered as a simplified pulse
system. For the equivalent
structure is idealized as an equivalent sOGle-degree-of-freedOm
involving the
parameters
the
and
structure system. the load, mass. load mass factors,
under various
systems
the
of
maximum resistance. spring constant. and dynamic reactions
loading conditions are detemined. (13). (14).
on the yield line theory of
The ultimate load capacity of concrete barriers is based
displacement values are calculated in
reinforced concrete slabs. The resistance and yield
sides ratio of the two-way slab. The
accordance with the boundary conditions and long/short
ductility factors are showm in Table 3.5-12.
deformation criteria, and the
The procedure used to determine the force-time function,
methods of analysis are discussed below.
deformation of the missile
For soft missiles characterized by significant local
a)
automobile), the peak of the
excluding
pole.
during impact (wood plank and utility
impactive force is determined by the formula:

F crushing - a crushing x Anet
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a crushing - 3750 psi for wood missiles

where:

Anet - net cross sectional area of the
missile
Assuming- a rectangular impulse for the force function the duration of the impulse. td
is determined by the formula:
td

(18)

mVm

-

F crushing
Time duration of impact

td

where: m - mass of missile
Vm - striking velocity of the missile
b)

For an automobile. a forcing function for frontal impact striking a rigid barrier is:
F (t) - 0.625 VsW sin 20 t 0 5 t : 0.0785 sec
t > 0.0785 sec

F (t) - 0

(19)
(20)

where:
F (t)

- amplitude of the force

Vs

- striking velocity of the automobile

W

-

weight of theutomobile

t

-

time after impact (seconýd

20t

-

(240

ans/sec) (t)

Based on the above formula. the forcing function for the automobile is approximated
as a rectangular shape of magnitude:
(21)

F - 0.625 VsW
and total time duration. td, of

td -

(22)

M Vs

F
where M is the mass of the automobile.
C)

For rigid missiles characterized by sign+flcant local penetration during
impact.(solid steel rod and steel pipe), the following equations are used to
determine F and td for a rectangular pulse:
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F

(23)

2D
td - 2D/Vm

2gD
(24)

*._E

where:
D -

penetration depth calculated from the Modified
described in Subsection 3.5.3.1.

ila as

Steel Barriers

3.5.3.2.2

determined
For steel barriers, the equivalent static load concentrated on the impact area is
by Williamson & Alvy's methods (9) (10).
Trmaft with twnetration

Fi

(25)

gx
-

(t,

I

2x

(26)

V

F,

(21!1

-

11 T

4-

(27)

Fi - peak force of, 4 pact (I b)
W - weight of missile (ib)
/sec)
V - velocity of missile (ft

where:

g =~ravitatioflal force 3
t (
ura 0 0
F - equivalent

static load (1b)
m (sec)
T - natural period of syste
(for flexure design)
- ductility ration - 26
a () (for

SF

F/

(2;1-1I)" T +

2
t,
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impact without penetration

(28)

qiA - 2 ", ,
where:

I

qy - equivalent static load (Ib)

The equations (25) and (26) set up the characteristics of impulse force, and equation (27)
or (28) expresses the equivalent static load. The capability of the grating panel to resist
the impulse force is a function of its natural period, yielding strength, ductility and time
duration of impulse. Table 3.5-13 shows the calculated equivalent static loads which are
all smaller than the resistance capability of the grating panel Ph (equals to 807.9 kips).
Gratings are made of a series of bearing plates (7x 3/8") And cross bars (1 1/4 X 1/4").
Impact forces are mainly taken by the bearing plates. local punching shear was calculated.
In addition, the shear stress of the cross bars was also calculated: this further assures
that the cross bars are able to transfer any impact force to the bearing plates, and the
structural integrity of the grating panel can thus te assured. The results are also shown
in Table 3.5-13. they are all within the allowable stress limit (equals to 21.6 ksl).

=
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m
11,11,1111111111111111111111
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TABLE 3.2-1
CLAkS~IFICATIOMI
CLASSIFICATION

OF STRUCTURES. SYSTEMI!

Safety
Class

Structures

(a)

Shield Building
Containment Vessel
Reactor Auxiliary Building
Fuel Handling Building
Containment Internal Structure
"Supports for Category I Equipment

2

Seismic
Category

(Sheet I of 25)

SAND

COMPONENTS (13)(19)

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

I
1
I
i

a
b
a

(d)

b

Flooi d*-*
Crit4erion

Notes

b
b
b

ba
b

Masonry Walls (concrete block)

17

I*.

Missile Barriers
I
a) RAS - MS/FW valves,

diesel generator intakes
b) Dry Cooling Towers-towers,
piping, transformers, NCC
c)

I

a

ork or c.I
a or

1

b

b

RAB - doors

d) RCB - rollaway missile shield
ofer RV

b
b

Fuel transfer tube shielding

b
b

I

Jet Impingement Barriers
Plant Shielding (II.B.2)
Sreinforced concrete stub walls

b

Emergency Support Centers (III.A.1.2)
b

a) Technical Support Center
b) Operational Support Center

b

I
b

Systems and Components
Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Pressure Vessel

b

b

1
I

a) Vessel Internals

Vessel (primary side)
Vessel (secondary side)
Snubbers and Restraints
Supports (sliding base)
Piping inside conteinment

b

b

Steam Generators
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

b

b

I or'

,I
I
I

J

b
b
b
b

bb
b
b
b

17
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TABLE 3.2-1

Reactor Coolant System (Cont'd)
Reactor Protective System
Reactor Coolant System Vents (II.B.I)
Reactor Coolant Punms
a) Pumps (pressure retaining portions)
b) Supports
c) Operating and Backup Oil Lift Pumrps
d) Motor Heat Exchanger
Pressurizer
a) Vessel
b) Heaters
c) Supports (Integral)
d) Safety Valves
e) Position Indication System
Reactor Coolant System Valve Indications (11.D.3)

Safety
Class

Seismic
Category

IE

I

2 or NNS

NNS
NNS

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

I or -

(b)

b
b
(c)
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Flood**
Criterion

Notes
1..

b

16. 17

b
b
(c)

2

b

NNS

b
a
b
b
b

NNS

b

b

17

b

b

3

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

NNS

18

b

b
b
b

Control Rod Drive Mechanism
Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing

1

3

Control Rod Drive Mechanism Supports
Control Element Drive Mechanism Exhaust Fans

NNS

I
I

Control Element Assemblies

27
4. 3

Fuel Assemblies

Quench Tank

NNS

5

Piping and Valves
a) Part of RCPB
b) Other than the RCPB

1 or 2
NNS

b

b

2
2
2

b
b
b
b
b

bb
b
b
b

Safety Injection System
Safety Injection Tanks
Low Pressure Safety Injection Pumps
High Pressure Safety Injection Pumps
S.I. Sump & Screens
Trisodium Phosphate Baskets

6

I

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3

(Sheet 3 OF 25)

TABLE 3.2-1

Safety Injection System (Cont'd)

Safety
Class

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood**
Criterion

5

Piping and Valves
a) Part of RCPB
b) Required only for initial Injection of water for emergency
core cooling
c) Required for recirculation on containment sump)water for
emergency core cooling
d) Whose failure would prevent operation of portion of system
covered in a. b or c
e) Normally isolated or automatically isolated from parts of
system covered by a. b. c or d.
Instrumentation
1. Primary Elements for:
-Piping & valves for Type a)
-Piping & valves for Type b & c)
-Piping & valves for Type d)
-Piping & valves for Type e)
2. Signal Transmitters for:
-Controls and interface
-Status displays
-Alarm & computer logging
3. Signal Processing & Interlocking for:
-Panel controls and indicators/recorders
-Alarm/computer

Notes

I or 2
2

1
1

b
b

b
b

2

1

b

b

3

1

b

b

6

NNS
7. 18
IE
IE
IE
NNS

I
I
I

IE
IE
NNS
IE
NNS

I

b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b

17

b
b
b

b
b
b

17

b
b

b
b

17

b
b

b
b

Shutdown Cooling System
Shutdown Heat Exchangers
a) Reactor coolant side
b) Component cooling water side

2
3

5

Piping and Valves
a) Required for residual heat removal
a) Part of RCPB
b) Other than the RCPB

2
or 2

b
b

b
b

b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b

NNS

Safety Injection System
Safety Injection Tanks
Low Pressure Safety Injection Pumps
High Pressure Safety Injection Pumps
S.I. Sump & Screens
Trisodium Phosphate Baskets

2
2
2

1
1
1
I
I

6

WSKS-lSAN-UNIT-1
TANA.3.2-1

Shuldows Coo.Ses .ysee

f1Coni*11

b) Normally isolated or automatically
isolated from parts of system
covered by a.

Solely
Class-

Seismic
Catego~y

(She&

4.ad 25)

Tora&4a*
Wind
Cftroln.

Revision 2 (12/46)
Flood**
Cgifteri..

Notes

wasS

eel rlag ie

1*is

I. Primary Elements for
piping 4 valves;
-Type.a) sad b)

b

b

2. Siginal lrom
f
iliac for;
-Controls &ad interface
-Status display
-Alarms aend Compueler logging

lBI
Is
wNS

b

b

b

b
b

-b

U1

3. Signs$ Processing sand/or
inleclociiag log;:
-fauel controls and isdicalors/
recorders
-Alarms/Coniftefe

It
N

I

b
b

b
b

BevlaalrLvlladicatift f!iuem
areP Isolation Valves
riping. Tabiag and Va~ves
Ins numclatonMIS

12
aOrZ2
3

bb
1
-b

b
b

2
3

1b
Ib

b
b

2
3

Ib
Ib

b
b

2
2

1
Ib

b

2

1

b

2

Ib

Chemical sand Volume Centra
roI~jstm
Charging Pimps
Bortic Acid Makeup Task&
a) Reactor coolant sidle
b) Compounent cooliag waler side
Regenaeratieve Mral Fuchmagerf
Vol~m Coautrsl Unith
Boric Acid Natching Tau&b

oluelifiat en IGOR
Cutbausetm
sebolateeeg son kaC164bag.ces
piping ANd Volveb
a)

Fall at VCP
hIHu~isoie4 only luasrcioclt oiwulioul
lCAdoWW .10d *"&Cup

VMS

IlfM
2

b
b

-

b
b

.8

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3

TABLE 3.2-1

Class

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood**
Cr1tenon

3

I

b

b

Safety
Chemical and Volume Control System (Cont'd)
c) Required for injection of concentrated boric acid or whose
failure would prevent the operation of that portion of
system covered in a or b.
d) Normally or automatically isolated from parts or system
covered by a. b or c.
Boric Acid Pumps
Chemical Addition Tank
Chemical Addition Pump
Pulsation Dampeners

(Sheet 5 OF 25)

7. 18

NNS

3
NNS
NNS
2

Notes

I

b

I

b
7. 18

Instrumentation
1. Primary Elements for:
a) Charging Pump. Boric Acid Make-up Tank. Volume Control
Tank. Boric Acid Pumps

IE

b

21

b) Letdown Heat Exchanger. Boric Acid Batching Tank.
Purification Ion Exchanger. Deborating Ion Exchanger

NNS

b

17

IE
NNS
NNS

b
b
b

17
17

3) Controls and transfers to Remote Shutdown Panel

IE

b

4) Controls. Displays and Interlocks for Type Ib

NNS

b

2) Digital Signals and Transmitter Signals for:
a) Controls & Interface for Type la above
b) Controls & Interface for Type lb above
c) Alarms and Computer

Containment Spray System
Containment Spray Pumps

2

1

b

b

17

WSES-, ,,AR-UNIT-3
TABLE 3.2-1

Containment Spray System (Cont'd)

Safety
Class

(Sheet 6 of 25)

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Revision 9 (12/97)
Flood**
Criterion

Notes

Piping and Valves
a) Required for long-term recirculation of SIS sump water
for spray
b) Normally or automatically isolated from parts of system
covered by a.
Containment Spray Nozzles Instrumentation

2

I

b

b

1

b

b

NNS
2

1. Primary elements for:
a) Containment Spray Pumps
b) Long term recirculation
c) Isolation valves

7,18
IE
IE
IE

I
I
I

b
b
b

b
b
b

IE
IE
NNS

I
I

b
b
b

b
b
b

17

IE
IE
NNS

I
I

b
b
b

b
b
b

17

(d)

b

b

17

-

b
b

b
b

17
3,17

2. Signal transmitters/Digital Signals for:
a) Controls & interface
b) Status display
c) Alarms and computers
3. Signal processing and/or interlocking for:
a) Control panel controls
b) Indicators
c) Alarms and computer inputs
Waste Management System
Waste Tanks and Pumps
Waste Storage Tank "C"
Laundry Tanks and Pumps
Waste Concentrator Package
Waste Condensate Ion Exchanger
Waste Condensate Tanks and Pumps
Gas Surge Tank
Spent Resin Tank
Dewatering Tank and Pump
Waste Gas Compressors
Gas Decay Tanks
Waste Concentrate Storage Tank and Pump
Chemical Waste Tank and Pump

NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS

-

(d)
-

WSES-VSAS-UWIT- :
(Sbeet I at 25)

IAAE 3.2-1
Safety

West* Management hastm (Colstd)

Class-

Tornado*
Wiao
Criteuion

Seismic
Catelgory

lores lleapemest

FlooWd

Crater ion

Notes
5

Piping and Valves
8) Not isolated feos SC 3 COemP"t5
b) Associated with GDT
C) Other

Revision 4 (121%)O

3

<Z:ýO

td)

b
4'

Ss

Reactor Brain Teank
Equigment Ofleet Took
soldup T1ehs
lelday Becircuealt la u
Voldep Becirculatlen/brai5 ?
Maldu* brets ".
aqvipapt Drain Teak towp
m
Boeeder Brain Tas"*

Flash Task
Flash T&As Pmp
Iftecencest eater l011 lxciisagcrs
Boric Acid Concentrator Packages
Boric Acid Condensate lea Lachesgers
Boric Acid Condensate Tasks and lamps
tlpinpg Wn Valves

I

3

MRSS
as

I
I

3
3
3
3

C"eseat coolies
Component Cooling
Caomposent. coolie
Composent CooliAng

ba

b.
b

I

b

I

ba

ba
ba
b

NNSS
NUS

a) Hot isolated tree SC 3 coffooents
b) Other

Emmnet Cooling Water

b

b

b

Syste

water Surge Tank
Host guchAngera
Waer"a
Mago
water Hakoeu "amp

ba

3
3
3

oc
c~orb

I~

pilping and Valves

a1)acquired got perfer~asce of
safety functionss
b) Normally or automatically isolated
firos Parts covered by a.

b

b
b

I
I

~

b

b
b
C

ba
b

Or. C~r
Ia

3
NUSS

1. is

lsast reamtal ioa:
1, Ptrmary elements for;
a) CCII Paimp. meat Exliacagefa
anW Sucge tank

1E;

.I

I

I

b

bD

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3

TABLE 3.2-1

Component Cooling Water System (Cont'd)
b) Dry and Wet Cooling Towers
c) Isolation valves for Dry & Wet Cooling Towers

Safety
Class

(Sheet 8 OF 25)

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood*
Criterion

IE
IE

b
b

IE

b

b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b

Notes

2. Signal transmitters and digital signal for:
a) Dry and Wet Towers
b) Status display and controls
c) Alarms and Computer

lE
NNS

17

3. Signal processing and/or interlocking for:
a) Panel controls
b] Indicators
c) Indicators-controllers
d) Computer Inputs
e) Alarms

IE
IF
IE
NNS
NNS

I
I
I

17

17
17

Sampling System
Sample Heat Exchangers
Sample Collecting Tank
Piping and Valves
a) Part of RCP8
b) Normally or automatically isolated from RCPB

NNS
NNS
5
2
NNS

b

b

b
b

b
b

Containment Cooling System
Containment Fan Coolers
Ductwork

2
2 or NNS

I
I or

Instrumentation:

8
1. 18

I. Primary elements for:
a) CCW In
b) CCW
out
c) Optical flow detectors

IE
IE
NNS

b
b
b

b
b
b

17

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3

TABLE 3.2-1

Containment Cooling System (Cont'd)

Safety
Class

(Sheet 9 of 25)

Seismic
Categorv

Tomado*
Wind
Criterion

Revision 9 (12/97)
Flood**

Criterion

Notes

2. Signal Transmitters for:
a) Types Ia and lb above
b) Type c

IE
NNS

b
b

b
b

17

IE
NNS

b
b

b
b

17

3
3
3

b
b
b

b
b
b

3

b

b

3. Signal processing and displays:
a) Panel indicators for Type 1a and l b
b) Signal to computer Type Ic
Essential Services Chilled Water System
Water Chillers
Chilled Water Pumps
Chilled Water Expansion Tanks
a) Required for performance of safety function

5
I-

Instrumentation:

7,18

1. Primary elements for:
a) Water Chillers
b) Chilled Water Tanks
c) Piping (safety and isolation)

IE
IE
IE

II
I

b
b
b

b
b
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

2. Signal Transmitter for:
a) Controls
b) Indication and Data logging

IE
IE

I
I

3. Signal Processing for
a) Panel indicators
b) Computer

IE
NNS

I

17

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3

TABLE 3.2-1

(Sheet 10 of 25)

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Revision 9 (12/97)
Flood**

Fuel Handling System (Cont'd)

Safety
Class

Spent Fuel Handling Machine and Tool

NNS

b

b

Notes
17

Refueling machine

NNS

b

b

17

CEA Change Mechanism

NNS

b

b

17

Fuel Transfer Equipment Set

NNS

b

b

17

2

b

b

3
3
NNS
NNS
NNS

b
b

b
b

Fuel Transfer Tube and Penetration Assembly

Criterion

Spent Fuel Pool System
Fuel Pool Pumps
Fuel Pool Heat Exchangers
Refueling Canal Drain Pump
Fuel Pool Purification Pump
Fuel Pool Ion Exchanger
Piping and Valves
a) Spent fuel cooling subsystem
b) Purification subsystem
c) Spent fuel pool purification pump suction piping

5
3
NNS
NNS

b
d
7,18

Instrumentation:
1. Primary elements for:
a) Pool Pumps and Purification Pump
b) Heat Exchanger
c) Ion Exchanger
d) Spent Fuel Pool Piping

NNS
NNS
NNS
NNS

b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b

NNS

b

b

NNS
NNS
NNS

b
b
b

b
b

17
17
17
17

2. Signal Transmitters for:
Types la, lb, Icand ld

17

3. Signal Processing for:
a) Alarms
b) Computer
c) Indicators

b

17
17
17

WSE.S-FSAR-UN IT- 3
TABLE 1.2-1

Safety
Claos

"ain

Seismic
cg

(Sheet

it oi 25)

Tornado*
Wand
Criterion

Flood"
Criterion

Steam and Feedwater System

Notes
9

Piping aed Valves
23
NI'S
NIS

a) From Steam Gemerate to outermost ioolatloi valve
reeattor row All
rleyggmcK
b) ial.Steam to m
COI. G
0
ValvoI
loolaLies
From
c)
4) Other

iI
I

Q! .ZD

as

b
b
b

b

I

Flow Jleasuremeat Primary Elemesta (Flow Ve*Oturia)

7.

is

l]stramestatitm:
I.

I

IF

a) From Steama Ceerator to
lolatioe Valves
b) Fire lsolatios Valves to
Turbime

b

b

b

NaS

11

2. Signal Transmitters for;
IE
aI'S

- type Ia above

i

b

bb

- Type lb above
I

3. Sismal Procesaimg
"sad l1terlockiss for;

b
b

19

- Type Is above (except
Alarm sad computer)
- All other (liac Alams

b
b

17

0ad computer)

"ea

.Ftedwotar System

3

9eg"ecy ftedwater pumps
ripim8 asd Valves
From Steam Generator up to
most isolation valve
b) Emergency Feedvater piping
valves to SG I
c) Emergency Feedwater piping
valves to SG 2
d) Normally or automatically
covered by a), b) and 0).

a)

b

I
b0

amd iacludiag outer
from CS? to isolatio a

'a
from CSP to isolatio
isolated from parts

2
3
3
aIS

1

b

b

0

b

b

5

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3
TABLE 3.2-1

Safety
Class

Seismic
Category

(Sheet 12 of 25)
Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood"
Criterion

Emergency Feedwater System (Cont'd)

Notes
7, 18

Instrumentation:
1. Initision Elements for:

IE
NNS
UNS

a) Switchgear operation
b) Alarms
c) Computer

bb
b

I

IE
2.

Signal Transmitters

3.

Signal Processing
a) Panel Displays (Ligahts)
b) Alarms

b

b
b
b

17
17

b

17

I.

I£
VMS

I

bb

bb

17

C2ressed Air Systems

NNS
Compressors & Receivers
Accumulators
a)

b)

Required for the performance of
safety functions of safety class
1, 2 or 3 valves
Other

3

I

b

10

bb

6

ENS

Containment Isolation System
Piping and Valves (of all systems
penetrating containment)
I or 2

a) Part of RCPB
isolation valve inside
b) From first
containment or from conataiment
penetration weld to outermost
isolation valve

2

II

b
b

7,
Instrumentation:

1K
I.

Primary Elements for
all Valves and Piping

2.

Signal Transmitters for
all equipment

b

b

b

b

I

18

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3
TABLE 3.2-1

Safety
Class

Containment Isolation Slstem (Cont'd)
3.

(Sheet 13 of 25)
Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Seismic
Category

FIood*
Criterion

Notes

Signal Processing:

b
b

IE
UNS

-Panel displays

-Alarms and Computer

17

I

EmErgency Diesel Generator System
Diesel Oil Storage Tanks
Diesel Oil Transfer Pumps
Diesel Oil Storage Feed Tanks
Maintenance Lube Oil Storage Tank
Motor-Driven Jacket Water Pump
Emergency Diesel Generators
Emergency Diesel Engine
Starting Air Receivers
Starting Air Compressors
Jacket Water Beat Exchanger
Jacket Water Standpipe
Lube Oil beat Exchanger
Lube dil Pump
Diesel Generator Intakes and Exhausts

b
b

N

I

3
3
3
NNS
3
IE

3
3
HNS
3
3
3
3

b
b
b

b

1

I
N

b
b
b

I
I
I

b
b
b

b
b
b
b

b

N

.o

r

12

b
b
b
b
b
7, 18

Instrumentation:

1. Primary elements for

a)
b)
c)
d)

e)
2.

Generator
Diesel oil
Air supply
Water for cooling
Alarms and computer
interface

I
1
N
N

fis
IE,
HNS

b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b

17

b
b

b
b

17

b
b

b

Signal Transmitters/Digital
signals for:
- Type Ia, lb, lc and Id above
- Type le above

3.

1E

1

1I
NNS

Signal processing and/or
interlocking for:
-

Type Ia, lb, lc and ld above
Type It above

NE
'INS

TI

4S

b

17

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3
TABLE 3.2-1

Safety
Class

Control Room Air Conditioning System
S-8
Control Room Emergency Filtration Units
AH-12
Control Room Air Handling Units
E-34
Control Room Toilet Exhaust Fans
Control Room Conference and Kitchen
E-42
Exhaust Fan
AH-31
Supplemental Recir Air Handling Units
Chlorine & Broad Range Detectors
Ductwork and Danpers
a) Required for the performance of Safety Functions
b) Other

3
3
NNS

(Sheet 14 OF 25)

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood*
Criterion

1
1
I

b
b
b

b
b
b

NNS
NNS
NNS
3
NNS

1

b

b

b

b

15

17
17
17. 25

7. 18

Instrumentation:
1. Panel mounted components for all units

IE

I

b

b

2. Control relays in Auxiliary Panel for all units

IE

I

b

b

3. Alarm signals for all units

IE

I

b

b

4. Computer signals for all units

NNS

-

b

b

3
3
3
3
3

I
1
I
1
1

b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b

3
NNS

1

b

b

RABCable Vault and Switchgear Areas Ventilation System
Switchgear Area Air Handling Units
Switchgear Area Air Handling Units
Battery Rooms Exhaust Fans
Battery Room Exhaust Fans
H&VRoom Ventilation Fans

Notes

AH-25
AH-30
E-29. 30. 31
E-46
E-52

Ductwork and Danmers
a) Required for the performance of Safety Functions
b) Other

17

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3
TABLE 3.2-1

RABCable Vault and Switchgear Areas Ventilation System (Cont'd)

Safety
Class

(Sheet 15 OF 25)

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood"
Criterion

Notes
7. 18

Instrumentation:
IE

I

b

b

2. Control relays in Auxiliary Panels for all units

IE

I

b

b

3. Alarns signals for all units

IE

I

b

b

4. Computer signals for all units

NNS

b

b

la•ps) for all units

1. Panel mounted components (switches.

17

RABH&VEquipment Room Ventilation System
Supply Air Handling Units
Exhaust Fans

3
3

1
1

b
b

b
b

3
NNS

1

b

b

AH-13
E-41

Ductwork and Dampers
a) Required for the performance of Safety Functions
b) Other

7. 18

Instrumentation:
1. Primary elements for Supply Air Hand Units and
Exhaust Fan

IE

I

b

b

2. Signal Transmitter (PAC)

IE

I

b

b

3. Signal processing and/or interlocking

IE

1

b

b

4. Alarms and Computer Signals

NNS

b

b

17

b
b

b
b

15

b

b

FHB Ventilation System
FHB H&VRoom Exhaust Fans
FHB Emergency Filtration Units

E-21
E-35

3
3

1

3
NNS

1

Ductwork and Dampers
a) Required for the performance of Safety Functions
b) Other

-

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3
TABLE 3.2-1

Safety
Class

FHB Ventilation System (Cont'd)

(Sheet 16 OF 25)

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood"
Criterion

Notes
7. 18

instrumentation:
1. Primary elements for H & V Room Exhaust Fan (Thermocouple)

IE

I

b

b

2. Signal processing (through PAC) for both units (E21 and E35)

IE

I

b

b

3. Alarms displayed in CP-18 secton of RTGB

IE

I

b

b

4. Computer signals

NNS

b

b

17

2
2

b
b

b
b

11
11

b

b

Containment Atmospheric Release System
CARS Supply Fans
CARS Exhaust Fans

S-3
E-18

Ductwork and Dampers
a) Required for the performance of Safety Functions

2

1

7, 18

Instrumentation:
1. Panel mounted components (switches. lamps) for both
Supply Fan and Exhaust Fan

IE

I

b

b

2. Control Relays in Auxiliary Panels for both units

IE

I

b

b

3. Alarms and Computer Signals for both units

NNS

b

b

17

15

Shield Building Ventilation System
Filtration Units

E-17

2

1

b

b

2

1

b

b

Ductwork and Dampers
a) Required for the Performance of Safety Functions

WSES-FSAR-UN IT-3
TABLE 3.2-1

Shield Building Ventilation System (Cont'd)

Safety
Class

(Sheet 17 OF 25)

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood"
Criterion

Notes
7. 18

Instrumentation:
1. Panel mounted controls and displays

IE

b

2. Control relays in AUxiliary

IE

b

3. Alarm in CP-18 Section of the RTGB

IE

b

Controlled Ventilation Area System
Filtration Units

E-23

3

b

3
NNS

b

15

Ductwork and Dampers
a) Required for the performance of Safety Functions
b) Other
Instrumentation:

7. 18

1. Primary Elements for:
a) Exhaust Fans
b) Electric Heating Coils

IE
IE

b
b

IE
IE
IE

b
b
b

IE
INE
IE
NNS

b
b
b
b

2. Signal Transmitter for:
a) Recording
b) Alarms
c) Computer recording
3. Signal processing and/or interlocking for:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Panel controls and alarms
Panel Recorder
Auxiliary panels relays for interlocks
Computer data logging

Reactor Cavity Cooling System
Supply Fans

S-2

NNS

I

b

b

17

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3

TABLE 3.2-1
Safety
Class

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood"
Criterion

3

1

b

b

3
NNS

1

b

b

AH-2
AH-3

3
3

1
1

b
b

b
b

AH-10
AH-17
AH-18

3
3
3

1
1
1

b
b
b

b
b
b

AH-20
AH-21
AH-22

3
3
3

1
1
1

b
b
b

b
b
b

AH-24
AH-26

3
3

1
I

b
b

b
b

3
NNS

1

b

b

Emergency Diesel Generator Ventilation System (Cont'd)
Exhaust Fans

(Sheet 18 OF 25)

E-28

Notes

Ductwork and Dampers
a) Required for the rperformance of Safety Functions
b) Other
Miscellaneous HVAC
Equipment
Safeguards Pump RmAir Handling Units
Shutdown Heat Exchanges Air Handling Units
Component Cooling Water Pumps Air Handling
Units
Emergency FWPump Air Handling Units
Charging Pumps Air Handling Units
Component Cooling Water Pump ABAir
Handling Unit
Safeguard Pump ABAir Handling Unit
Charging Pump ABAir Handling Units
Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger Air
Handling Units
Control Room (Mechanical Equip RM)
Handling Unit
Ductwork and Dampers
a) Required for the performance of Safety Functions
b) Other
Instrumentation:
I. Primary elements for allequipment

7. 18
IE

I

b

b

IE
w

I

b

b

I

h

2. Signal Transmitter on allequipment used for:
Computer signal (isolator)
Alarms

WSES.FSAR-UNIT-3
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Miscellaneous HWAC
Equipment (Cont'd)

Safety
Class

(Sheet 19 OF 25)

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood*
Criterion

Notes

3. Controls and Displays

b

. Panels mounted controls and status displays
4. Signal interlocking
. relays in Auxiliary Panels

b

b

b
b

b
b

N/A

N/A

2

b

b

2

b

b

IE

Combustible Gas Control
Hydrogen Recombiners
Hydrogen Analyzer System

2

IE

I

Piping and Valves:
1. Hydrogen Recombiners

N/A

N/A

20

2. Hydrogen Analyzer
a) All piping and valves inside containment up to and
including outmost isolation valve of sample feed header
b) All piping and valves inside containment up and
including the outmost isolation valve of sample
return line
Instrumentation:
I. Hydrogen Recombiner
a)
b)
c)
d)

Power Meter
Potentiometer (Power Adjust)
Off-on Switch
Power Available Light

7. 18

IE
IE
IE
IE

b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b

IE
IE
IE
IE
IE

b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b

2. Hydrogen Analyzer
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Analyzer Cell
Pressure and Flow Switches
Hydrogen Concentration Recorder
Mode Selector Switch
Sample Light Indicators

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3
TABLE 3.2-1

Containment Vacuum Relief Actuation System

Safety
Class

(Sheet 20 OF 25)

Seismic
Category

Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood"
Cri terion

Instrumentation:

Notes
7. 18

1. Primary elements:
a) Containment/Annulus Differential Pressure Switch
b) Valves and valve position switches

IE
IE

b
b

2. Digital signals for:
a) Starting signal and interlock
b) Data logging In multiplexor

IE
NNS

3. Signal processing for:
a) Panel Cntrol switches
b) Panel Status lights
c) Alarms

IE
IE
IE

b
b

17

b
b
b

24

Containment Pressure Indication System
Instrumentation:

7. 18
1. Primary elements

IE

b

2. Signal transmitters

IE

b

3. Signal processing and displays:
a) Panel Indicators
b) Alarms

IE
NNS

b
b

Containment Water Level Indication System

17

Instrumentation:
7. 18
1. Primary Elements
2. Signal transmitters

IE

b

IE

b

3. Signal processing for:
a) Panel Indicators
b) Data logging in multiplexors

IE
NNS

b
b

b
b

WSES-FSAR-UNIT-3
TABLE 3.2-1
Safety
Class

Seismic
Category

(Sheet 21 of 25)
Tornado*
Wind
Criterion

Flood"
Criterion

Notes
12.

14

Electrical Systems and Equipment

IE
IE
IE
IE
IE
IE
IE

Safety System 4.16 kV Switcbgear
Safety System 480 V Switchsear and Transformers
Safety System 450 V Motor Control Centers
Safety System motors
Containment Electrical Penetrations
Vital dc Switcbgear and Control Boards
Station Batteries and Chargers
Safety System Power, Control and Instrument
Cables and Raceways
Vital ac Inverters and Distribution Panels
,Cable splices, Connectors, Terminal Blocks
Fire stops
Boric Acid Heat Tracing System
Safety System 125V DC and 120VAC Power
Distribution Panels

I.

IE

19
IE
UNS
IE
"

IE

IE
19

Airborne Rad Monitors:
Containment Atmosphere
main Control Room
Plant Stack

IE
IE
IE

Accident Radiation

b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

1
I
I

b

I

b

b

b
b
b
b
b

I

b

b
7,18

Radiation Monitoring
I
Process Rld Monitors - CCWS
Area Rad Monitors (Channels RE-24 through 33)

Process Radiation Monitors
Effluent Radiation Monitors
In Plant Airborne Rod Monitors
Area Radiation Monitors
Portable Continuous Air Monitors
Gamma Spectrometer
Liquid Scintillation

I
I
I
I
I
I

-

I

I

b
b

b
b

I
1
1

b

b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b

NNS
.KNS
INS
NNS
NNS
N1S
NINS

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

17
17
17
17
17
17
17

b
b
b
b

b

b

17
17
17
17
7, 18

b

b

17

b

Monitors

UNS
NNS
INS
INS
UE

Plant Vent Stack
Hain Steam Line
Condenser Vacuum Pump
FHB Emergency Exhaust
High Range Containment
Post Accident Samolin; System

(II.B.3

NmS

I
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Inadequate Car* Cosolims

lnatcumstatiý

Revisino

(Sheet 22 of 25)
Toroadot
Wiad
Criterion

4. (12/90)

Safety
Class

Seisumic
Catsolo

IE

I

b

b

11. 22

I
I

b
b

b
b
b

112.

b

b

b

b

(iI.V.2)

Criterion

notes

ari Monitor
1. Saturatio Nee
2. NOGted JuactiOS theMace10
3. cage Bait Thermocouples

4. Signal Processing aed Display

Spent and Raw Fowl Stoater Rocks

Ruei Control Peed
Containment Vernon Relief System
M3 bridge Craes
Reactor Polar Crew
Containment Pipieg Pemetratioes
BamseOto Caok Noodling Bridge Crass
Noi&taeaace Match Whelding 000r
Ausiliary Control Panel (Not Shutduua) (Table IA-W)

Reactor Bfhldies Case& Uiser
MUSpent Foel & Spent Fuel Caok Storaes Pools
MAD Coeisasate & Refueling Water Storage
Poole and Peel Limer.
faet Transfer Tube "Ae Penetrat ion Assembly
MB Sum hpe~ (Cooling Tower Areas)
Ifeceetanieat lee

2

it

£1.0f Structore

I

-I

I
Ib2
2(dl

b

1
I
I
I
I
1

Pooel Limers

4)C

E

b
b

i

Z
G

is

b

b

b

b
b

b
b

b

b2

i

i

b

1.8

23
23

b

MSS-I

uttereosical date collection e*uit.
Peresonel Lock. equipmeat2
Coetaimseot
hatch and eacap lock
Amimulue access lock
Pla-aftyPrtrdisplay cosaole
Engineered solety fester" octooties syserm
WC Oil Collection System
410 Vitigetieg Systems
Vied Criterion (Section 3.3)
a lTsoerm
a.Structure or c No

it
2

f"

2b
-Lor

MR32)ES
It

1
I
-b

WS

KIe r MI

Ior-

~oý
b
b
b

a
b
b1.I
b
b

is,1

I'

-It is desiped4 to withataed deasig wind.

to withstood Mhe design windt-ALA/O
h.The system oir comoenuts age Moveed withis a utruoccure .'hicl is designed

MsllIe

lOAd1.',

<:

*Flood Criterion (Sectiee 3.4)

aghaist flooding.
is part of NPIS whichi is protected
cumpoeset,
or
Structuge
a.
oused withie asetber stgucture (EVES) 'iesinormd teoprptect agaimst iloodlea.
i hgop
b- Sysotem or caet
C.5

C.

*rcov~psen J
/,ctq

,,r-

IS a et rcdob/C Acc~vsc. fa,,ajo
b/c. Ref sectiol 3jmf*,d qC.

ri;uSS*e I

Onc/es
/fq/ie
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(a) represents no safety class or quality group classification
(b) represents not designed to seismic Category I requirements
(c) represents no cirterion specified because not safety-related or seismically designed
(d) represents designed to seismic Category I requirements, but not classified seismic Category I
General Notes
Expendable and consumable items used In conjunction with safety-related equipment are considered safety-related.
OA. Examples of these items are weld rod. diesel fuel oil. boric acid. etc.

These items have and will receive applicable IOCFR50 Appendix B

NSSS Supplied Equipment
All safety-related valve operators are procured as an integral part of the associated valve. All relevant requirements specified
for the valve apply to the valve
operator. Seismic qualification of valves and valve operators is described in the FSAR in the response to Item No. 18. Apendix 110A.
Response to NRCQuestions. This
equipment has and will receive applicable IOCFRS0 Appendix B OA.
All safety-related motors for safety-related pumps are procured as an integral part of the associated pump. All relevant requirements
specified for the pump apply to the
pump driver. Seismic qualification of pump/driver assemblies is described in the FSAR In the responses to Items No. 26 and 27. Appendix
110A. Response to NRC Questions.
This equipment has and will receive applicable portions of IOCFR50 Appendix B OA.
Non-NSSS Supplied Equipment
Actuators are considered as part of valve assemblies. All safety-related valve assemblies are qualified to seismic Category
I requirements. All safety-related motor and
solenoid actuators and all safety-related electrical accessories on hydraulic and pneumatic actuators required for Accident Mitigation
qualified. In addition where such equipment on a non-active valve is connected to an electrical circuit or bus whose safety function or Post-Accident Monitoring are IE
may be adversely affected by failure
of that accessory.m this equipment is also IEqualified. These assemblies receive applicable portions of IOCFR50 Appendix B QA.
All motors on safety-related pumps are qualified to seismic Category I requirements as part of th epump assemblies. All motors
on safety-related pumps required for
Accident Mitigation. Post-Accident Monitoring. or whose failure may adversely affect the safety function of its electrical bus or
circuit, are qualified to lE
requirements. These motors receive applicable portions of IOCFR50 Appendix B QA.
ITEMIZED NOTES:
1.

Class IE as defined by IEEE 308.

2.

Loss of cooling water to the reactor coolant pump motors caused by a failure ofthe non-seismic vategory (Quality Group D) motor bearing
oil systems or the air coolers may
prevent normal continuous operation of the pumps. However. continuous operation of the pumps is not required during or following a
SSE because they do not serve a safety
function. Therefore. the specific recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29 are not applied to these pump auxiliaries.
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ITEMIZED NOTES (Cont'd)
3.

4.
S.

6.

integrity during and after a seismic event dut do not have to retain
These components and associated supporting structures must be designed to retain structural
collspse and damage to equipment and structures required for protection of
structural
of
prevention
is
requirement
basic
The
operability for protection of public safety.
public safety.
includes partial length and full length control element assemblies (CEAs).
shall be Category 1. Piping shall be Category 1 up to and including the
Piping and Valves - Piping and valves between seismic Category 1 equipment. components or tanks
component. Reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) is defined in
non-seismic
a
to
component
1
barrrier (as defined in Subsection 3,2.2.3) in the line from a Category
IOCFR 50.2
2 provided:
Components which are connected to the RCS and are part of the RCPB are classified as Safety Class
a)
b)

7.

down and cooled down in the orderly manner.
In the event of postulated failure of the component during normal reactor operation, the reactor can be shut
assuming makeup is provided by Chemical and Volume Control System only. or
other open). Each open valve must be capable of
The conmonent is or can be isolated from the RCS by two valves (both closed, both open. or one closed and the
postulated failure of the conmonent during normal
of
event
the
in
that.
such
be
must
time
closure
its
open.
is
valve
other
the
g
sutomatic actuation and assumin
assuming makeup is provided by the
manner,
orderly
an
in
down
cooled
and
down
shut
be
can
reactor
the
reactor operation, each valve remains operable and
Chemical and Volume Control System only.

isolate and maintain the reactor
Instrumentation - Instrumentation required to actuate. maintain operation of. or detect failure of equipment needed to safely shut down,
designated as Class
Instrumentation
I.
Category
IE/seismic
Class
be
shall
station
the
from
radioactivity
of
release
uncontrolled
prevent
in a safe condition and
I instrumentation will
IE/seismic Category I shall include as Class IE/Category I all sensing lines. instrument valves and instrumentation racks. All Class IE/Category
receive applicable 1OCFR50 Appendix B QAduring the operations phase.
The remaining portion is seismically supported.

8.

The only portion of the ductwork that is safety-related is the short ducted emergency outlet.

9.

The Main Steam and Feedwater lines are seismic Category I up to the system of restraints at column line G as shown on Figure 1.2-8.

10.

Section 1I. the design of the conmoonent is in accordance with other recognized industry codes or standards
For safety-related conmonents which are not covered by ASME
applicable to that of conmponent. The quality assurance program applied to the design, manufacture, installation, testing and operation of the component meets the
applicable requirements of the facility QAprogram.

11.

This is an outdated Safety Classification (i.e.. Safety Class 2). Regulatory Guide 1.7 (April 1974) no longer requires the purge system to be redundant or be designatedj
seismic Category 1. except insofar as portions of the system constitute part of the primary containment boundary.

12.

Electrical Equipment - All cables, relays. motors. switchgear and other electrical equipment serving safety system components required to function furing the SSE shall bq
Class IE.if they are necessary for the performance of the component's safety function. All Class IE electrical equipment will receive applicable portoins of IOCFR50
Appendix B QAduring the operations phase.
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ITEMIZED NOTES (Cont'd)
13.

B Quality Assurance Program consistent with their safety function.
All structures, systems and components identified as Seismic Category I receive the IOCFR50 Appendix
Category I items receive the full Quality Assurance Program while NNS
Seismic
NNS
while
Program
Assurance
Quality
full
the
Safety-related Seismic Category I items receive
Assurance Program.
Quality
the
in
specified
Seismic Category I items receive the pertinent quality assurance requirements

14.

Collectively identifies safety-related components. including equipment in Cooling Tower Areas.

15.

Operational IOCFR5O Appendix B QAis applied for HEPA filter & charcoal absorber.

16.

Safety and seismic considerations meet the requirements of NUREG-0731.

17.

will be procured whenever possible from a vendor with a 1OCFR5O
These items will receive applicable IOCFR5O Appendix B QAduring the operational phase. Items/services
a
detailed receiving inspection to assure that it performs its
as
such
QA.
LP&L
by
taken
Appendix B QAprogram. iWen this is not possible. additional steps will be
required functions.

18.

Class 1E and seismic Category I.
Isolators that connect the protective systems (Class IE) to the plant computer (non-Class 1E) are

19.

This table is an overview of the structures. components. and systems.
diagrams for futher detail.

20.

The Hydrogen Recombiner has no piping and valves.

21.

2B).
Suction pressure and lube oil pressure switches on charging pumps are Safety Class N2 (C-E Quality Class

22.

Refer to the station's Master Equipment List, process and instrument diagrams. and control wiring

are environmentally qualified in accordance with
The ICCI SYstem is environmentally and seismically qualified. Out-of-vessel components, i.e.. cables and connectors
it may encounter during an ICC event. The CET's
what
to
similar
conditions
under
verified
and
tested
IEEE-323-1974. In addition, the HJTC System has been extensively
operational prior to first cycle commercial operation.
have also been tested and verified to function up to a temperature of 2300F. The ICCI System will be installed and
1.9A for details.
Although all cabling for the CET's is qualified to Class IE criteria, some of the cabling is run in NNS cable trays, see Appendix

23.

are designed and Constructed as seismic Category I
The canal, pools. and their liners are classified as structures and are therefore not assigned a safety class, but
Section III materials.
Section VIII code requirements using ASME
under the IOCFR5O Appendix B requirements. The liners and their nozzles are constructed to ASME

24.

be lost as a result of a failure of the
Pressure switches PS-HV-5222 AS and BS function only to alarm on a loss of instrument air. This alarm function will not
non-safety.
classified
been
has
switches
these
for
tubing
process
associated tubing. Therefore, the signal

25.

Detector design criteria is discussed in Subsection 6.4.4.2.

26.

equipment. NRCGeneric Letter 85-06. Quality Assurance Guidance for ATWSEquipment that is
ATWSInstrumentation and conponents will receive NRCQAguidance for ATWS
not safety related.

27.

Exhaust Fan Motor cable/connector assemblies design criteria is discussed in Section 9.5.4.7.
CEDM
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MISSILE PROTECTION - OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT
TABULATION OF SAFETY RELATED STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS
System or
Structure

FSAR
Location (Figure)

Description Section

Fqgure

Missile Protection

Main Control Room

1.2-8

6.4, 9.4

9.4-1
6.4-1, 2 & 3

Concrete walls of the main control
room are designed to withstand
tomado missiles. Main steam and
feedwater lines do not contain
components in the vicinity of the
main control room which could be
postulated as missiles, which would
possibly penetrate the main control
room walls.

Diesel Generators

1.2-9

9.5.4 thru
9.5.8 and 8.3

N/A

Diesel generators, including piping,
are located in separate rooms.
Exhaust silencers are also
located in separate rooms. Air
intake pipe is protected from
tomado missiles by grating
Diesel oil feed tanks are located in
separate rooms.
Main diesel oil tanks and pumps are
in separate rooms. Diesel oil piping
is routed from high energy piping.

Essential Services
System

1.2-8

9.2.9

9.2.8

Equipment room where chillers are
Chilled Water located is provided
with missile doors and protection
from extemal missiles.

Spent Fuel
Storage Pool

1.2-15

9.1.2

N/A

Spent fuel pool is located inside of
the Fuel Handling Building. There
are no high energy lines in the Fuel
Handling Building.
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System or
Structure

Revision 9 (12/97)

FSAR
Location (Figure)

Description Section

Finure

Missile Protection

Main Steam and Feedwater

1.2-8 & 1.2-17

10.3 & 10.4.7

10.2-4
and 10.4-2

Main steam and feedwater
isolation Systems and valves and
their components are protected
from tornado missiles by grating.
There are no components in the
vicinity of these valves which could
be postulated as missiles. The
probability of a damaging missileO
striking the exposed piping is(

Electrical Equipment
(4.16, 480V, and 125 V

1.2-9

8.3.1

N/A

All electrical switching equipment is
located in the RAB. There is no
high energy piping located in the
switchgear room. The high energy
compressed air bottles in the
switchgear "B" room are seismically
restrained, capped when not
connected, and are capped when
being transported in accordance
with plant procedures to ensure
they do not become potential
missiles.

Containment Spray
System and Safety

1.2-11

6.2 & 6.3

6.2-35 &
6.3-1

There are two separate rooms
housing the HPSI, LPSI and
containment spray pumps and the
related Injection System
instrumentation. In one room are
located pumps and instrumentation
associated with Channel A, and in
the other room, channel B. The
third HPSI pump is a spare pump
that can be powered either from the
electrical bus A or B, and is located
in the same room with A pumps.**

"**TheContainment Spray and Safety Injection Systems are moderate energy systems and missiles from these systems are not postulated.
Piping from the Containment Spray and Safety Injection Systems are not routed in the vicinity of the high pressure.
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System or
Structure
Emergency Feedwater
System

Revision 9 (12/97)

FSAR
Location (Figure)

Description Section

1.2-11

10.4.9

Figure

Missile Protection

10.4-2

Each motor driven emergency
feedwater pump is located in its own
room, and turbine driven pump is
separated from high energy
systems. Piping is routed away
from components which are
postulated as missiles. The
probability of damaging missile
stking the exposed EFW line to
SG No. 2 is 7?-1
per year.
Emergency feedwater isolation
valves and main steam supply
valves to the emergency feedwater
pump turbine are protected from
tomado missiles by grating.

Component Cooling Water
System & Ultimate Heat Sink

1.2-9, 1.2-24 &
1.2-25

9.2.2 & 9.2.5

9.2-1

Each component cooling water
pump and each component cooling
water heat exchanger is located
in separate rooms. Protection of
components outside the RAB from
tornado missiles is described in
Subsection 9.2.5.3.3. Piping is
routed away high energy lines.

Containment Isolation

N/A

6.2.4

N/A

All containment isolation valves are
located away or protected from
missiles.

Containment

1.2-17 to 1.2-22

3.8.2

N/A

Concrete Shield Building is

dA~irnnPd In with~tnnd tnmnrln

missiles.
Containment Cooling
System

1.2-18 & 1.2-19

6.2.2
-

9.4-7

Containment fan coolers are located
in separate quadrants of the
containment. Ductwork is routed
away from high energy systems.

4

I
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System or
Structure
Station Service Transformers
480V MCC

Location (Figure)
1.2-24

Revision 9 (12/97)

FSAR
Description Section
N/A

Fi5ure

Missile Protection

N/A

To be protected from tornado
missiles by grating. Safety related
conduits/cables that are not
required for plant shutdown
following a design bases
tornado event (e.g.
Wet cooling tower fan motors, Area
radiation monitors for fuel handling
building (FHB), emergency filtration
units in FHB, some dry cooling
tower fan motors, etc.) are not
prot•etfrom Dotenti naissiles.

ATTACHMENT 5 TO W3F1-99-0140
Commitments

COMMITMENT IDENTIFICATIONIVOLUNTARY ENHANCEMENT FORM

Attachment 5 to W3FI-99-0140
Subject: Request for Review and Approval of Design Basis Change Regarding Tornado Missiles
Date: October 29, 1999
Page 1 of 1
The following table identifies those actions which are considered to be regulatory commitments. Any other actions
discussed in this submittal represent intended or planned actions, are described for the NRC Staffs information, and are
not regulatory commitments.

ONE-TIME
ACTION*
COMMITMENT(S)

CONTINUING
COMPLIANCE*

SCHEDULED
COMPLETION
DATE (IF
REQUIRED)

ASSOCIATED
CR OR ER

After NRC Staff approval of this amendment
request, the UFSAR will be revised as indicated in
Attachment 4.

*Check one only
VOLUNTARY ENHANCEMENT(S)

ASSOCIATED
CR OR ER

I __________________

